I recently read an interview with a chaplain who had
people who were dying. She visited them in nursin

spent the last twenty years visiting

g homes, hospitals, and their homes. She
was asked what they talked about. She replied, “Well,
I talk to people about their families.”
She went on to say, “They talk about the love they
felt, and the love they gave. Often they
talk about love they did not receive, or the love they
did not know how to offer, the love

they withheld, or maybe never felt for the ones they
talk about how they learned what love is, and what

should have loved unconditionally. They

it is not. And sometimes, when they are
actively dying . . . they reach their hands out to things
I cannot see and they call out to their
parents: ‘Mama,’ ‘Daddy,’ ‘Mother.’”
I have watched loved ones pass away, their familie
weeping, and I have come to know and appreciate

s at their side, holding hands, singing, and

how our families define us. As the chaplain
said, “[Family] is where we create our lives . . . where
we find meaning . . . where our purpose
becomes clear.” I am not a very old person. I turn
fifty this year. And each year I learn more
about the meaning of life, and how central the family
is to that meaning. The family is where
we learn to love and to forgive. It is where we learn
to work and play. The family is where we
discover how to create and give. The family provid
es the most important and fundamental

education available to us. It is a higher education whose
home and start a new family, which, really, is just

degree continues well after we leave

an extension of the one we left.

As Familius celebrates its fifth year, we encourage

you to love your family. Call your parents.
Forgive your siblings. Spend time with your childre
n. Do something unexpectedly kind for
your spouse. Build a foundation of love that leaves
a legacy for generations.

Christopher & Michele Robbins, Founders

Life is
beautiful!
Get a fresh
glimpse on
page 10.

559-876-2170
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Gorgeous package with
raised UV and spot foil
details

More than just
a primer—this
tells the real
story!

Packed with
interactive
mechanisms

Pride &
Prejudice

Pull the tab . . .

ADAPTED BY BROOKE JORDEN
I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y D AV I D M I L E S

F

illed with interactive wheels and
pull-tabs and lavishly illustrated,
Lit for Little HandsTM: Pride and
Prejudice is an unprecedented kid’s
introduction to Jane Austen’s beloved
classic novel. Unlike many board books
that tackle the classics, Lit for Little
HandsTM tells the actual story in simple,
engaging prose. Goregous pastoral
illustrations transport the reader to the
fields and estates of Lizzy’s England,
while tons of interactive elements invite
kids to spin the dancers at the ball, care
for Jane, open a shocking letter, and
more! Austen fans will be delighted
by the book’s attention to detail and
clever use of original dialogue. And the
book’s use of super-sturdy board means
everyone can enjoy this tale of wit and
romance over . . . and over . . . and over

ISBN-13: 9781945547355
Price: $12.99 (USD)
Includes interactive wheels, sliders, and
rockers plus raised UV and spot foil on cover, 6.5 X 7.5, 16 pages

again!. Ages 3–6

Slide the ring over . . .

2
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ISBN 978-1-945547-35-5

Ships: September 2017

. . . and Lizzy moves into
Mr. Darcy’s arms (and Mr.
Collins pops up yet again,
bless him.)

51299

•

Novelty board book
9 introducing
7 8 1 9 4 5 5 4 7 3kids
5 5 to classic
literature that delights on
all fronts

•

Clever, interactive
mechanisms that invite
kids to act out the story

•

Simple prose that tells the
real story, not just numbers
or vocabulary words

•

Delights fans with tiny
quotes of original dialogue

•

Just in time for Jane
Austen’s bicentennial!

. . . and Mrs. Bennet finishes her lecture, Mr. Bennet hides, and Lizzy rolls her eyes.

559-876-2170
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Tug a Tail

CHILDREN’S

TM

It’s okay to pull these tails!

Made with extrathick board for
superb durability
(each page is 1/8”
thick!)

•

Novelty tabbed
board book with 12
pages and 6 sliding
elements

•

Lots of play factor

•

Super sturdy board
for long-lasting
play and superb
durability

•

Irresistibly cute
animals

6 tabbed tail pulls
featuring a different
hidden animal

Tug a TailTM Dogs

Tug a TailTM Farm
ISBN-13: 9781945547232

ISBN 978-1-945547-23-2

Price: $12.99 (USD)

7 X 7; Board book with 6 tabbed, split pages that slide to
reveal hidden images

Ships: August 2017
9 781945 547232

Pull the tab to the right . . .
4

E

very kid wants to pull an animal’s tail—and now they can! Discover which farm animals and
dogs belong to each tail when you pull the tail tabs to slide each page open and reveal a hidden
image. Interactive, sturdy, and bursting with the cutest animals we could find, Tug a TailTM
Farm and Dogs finally make it okay to pull those tails! Ages 1–3

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

559-876-2170

51299

ISBN-13: 9781945547225

ISBN 978-1-945547-22-5

Price: $12.99 (USD)

7 X 7; Board book with 6 tabbed, split pages that slide to
reveal hidden images

5 1 2 9 9

Ships: August 2017
9 781945 547225

. . . and the page slides open to reveal the tail’s owner!
559-876-2170
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Be Brave

Timmy’s Monster
Diary

A D U LT

CHILDREN’S
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Unplug the Zug: How I Tamed Too
Much Technology
JEFF HARVEY

M

Dr. Raun Melmed

is a
developmental and behavioral pediatrician. He founded
Developmental Pediatric Associates, now known as the
Melmed Center, in 1989, and he is currently the medical
director. He is also a cofounder and the medical director of
the Southwest Autism Research and Resource Center and is
an Adjunct Senior Researcher at the Translational Genomics
Institute in Phoenix. Dr. Melmed has been instrumental
in setting up nationally recognized physician training
programs for the early identification of infants and toddlers
with developmental and behavioral concerns and has
authored a program geared toward the early screening of
autism spectrum disorders. He is the coauthor of Succeeding
with Difficult Children and is principal investigator in
numerous studies including the use of novel therapeutic
agents in the treatment of ADHD and autism.

Don’t miss
Marvin’s
ADHD
adventures
in Book 1

6
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200+ Inspirational
Quotes with 3 Quote Cards
and 12 EZ-Peel Sticker Tabs
COMPILED BY TRISH MADSON

T

R A U N M E L M E D A N D A N N E T T E S E X T O N W I T H I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y

eet Timmy, a lovable monster who can’t get
enough of the coolest gadgets and video games.
Too bad he doesn’t realize how much time he
spends each day in front of a screen.
In the same humorous spirit of Diary of a Wimpy Kid
comes Timmy’s Monster Diary: Unplug the Zug (How I
Tamed Too Much Technology). Using the “Time-Telling”
and “ST4” techniques developed by Dr. Raun Melmed of
the Melmed Center in Arizona, Timmy’s Monster Diary
teaches kids how to self-monitor the amount of time they
spend on technology. Timmy’s hilarious doodles and diary
entries chronicle his delightful adventures, misadventures,
and eventual triumph in a funny, relatable way. It’s the one
book that kids will want to turn off the TV and read!
Timmy’s Monster Diary also includes a resource section
to help parents and teachers implement Dr. Melmed’s
methods, plus ST4 reminders that kids can remove, color,
and place around the house. Ages 6–12

Cover includes
awareness
ribbons of all
major causes

ISBN-13: 9781945547195

Price: $9.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 5 X 8, 192 pages

his empowering quote book
contains a collection of 200
quotes from famous minds and
anonymous thinkers that will provide
strength and courage when you need it
most. Each quote has been handpicked
to help you embrace the power of
positive thinking, evoke bravery, and
help summon your inner warrior. This
beautifully packaged book also contains
three inspirational quote cards enclosed in
a sealed envelope, decorative pages, and a
sheet of labels to mark your favorite quotes
for a quick dose of encouragement.

Ships: July 2017
ISBN 978-1-945547-19-5

•

Embossing and
spot UV
ISBN-13: 9781945547263

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Paper-over-board book with gold foil, stickers, and quote cards in vellum
envelope, 6.25 X 6.25, 208 pages, 2-color interior
50999

With jokes and hilarious
page, kids
will want to read about Timmy
and how he was able to unplug

9 7doodles
8 1 9 4 5 5 4on
7 1 every
95

•

Second book in the successful
Monster Diary series

•

Includes a section for parents
and caregivers to know how
to help kids implement the
lessons they learned

Trish Madson is a

lifelong book enthusiast with over 20 years
experience in the publishing and entertainment industry. Her true passion is creating
books that inspire and encourage children
to learn while ultimately having fun.

Ships: August 2017

ISBN 978-1-945547-26-3

•

200 famous and anonymous quotes
on beautifully decorated
9 7 8 1 9 4 5 pages
547263

•

Includes 3 inspirational quote
cards sealed in a vellum envelope
affixed on the back inside cover

•

Contains a sheet of EZ-peel
stickers to mark your favorite
quotes

•

Cover includes awareness ribbons
of all major causes

5 1 4 9

Displays
wonderfully
with Be
Inspired

A bestselling book
on ADHD for kids!
See page 62

See page 54

559-876-2170
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Gold foil and faux
leather spine

Fairy
Village

Packed with
hundreds of
unbelievable
miniatures

MIKE AND DEBBIE SCHRAMER

S

tep into the world of fairies and
little folk like never before with
this unprecedented collection
of magical miniature scenes and
objects made entirely from moss,
bark, flowers, and other objects found
in nature. Fairy Village, the highlyanticipated followup to the bestseller
Fairy House, features full-color
photography of beautifully crafted
whimsical scenes, including a bakery, a
clock maker’s shop, small boutiques, a
village pavilion, charming homes, and
unbelieveable living areas. Beautiful
illustrations, anthropological notes on
fairies and their ways, and Victorian
era art adorn the pages of this lush
artistic treasure. A stunning gatefold
displays the full enchanting village.

ISBN-13: 9781945547386

Price: $24.99 (USD)

Paper over board hardcover, gold foil details, faux leather spine, large gatefold featuring the complete fairy village scene, 9.75 X 8.25, 160 pages
Ships: September 2017 ISBN 978-1-945547-38-6

Mike and Debbie
Schramer are the authors of the bestseller

Fairy House. Their nature art has been featured in many
books and publications including Travel and Leisure,
Country Folk Art, and Faerie magazines and the Seattle
Times, the Los Angeles Times, and the New York Times
newspapers, among others. In 2017 they will be opening a
nature art museum in Provo, Utah.

52499

9 781945 547386

•

From the authors of the
industry’s #1 bestselling book,
Fairy House

•

Stunning collection of scenes,
objects, and details from a
realistic faily village

•

Gorgeous details including
Victorian art, gold embossing,
and a gatefold of the full fairy
village

•

An inspirational companion to
the instructional book

Gorgeous,
enchanting
images
throughout

Pairs
perfectly
with the
Fairy House
craft book

8
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See page 43

559-876-2170
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Life Without
Blinders Is
Beautiful

Remove the
blinders
and see the
beauty!

Specialty paper plus raised-UV lettering

D AV I D M I L E S A N D C H R I S T O P H E R R O B B I N S

If you could see without blinders, would the
world look different?

T

horns hurt, but they come with roses.
Strings can tie down, but they keep
kites up. People can look different, but
their hearts beat more like ours than we’ll ever
know. The trouble is, all of us wear blinders
that make it hard to see what’s really true.
Life Without Blinders Is Beautiful is an
inspiring, thought-provoking invitation to step
out of the darkness and discover the abundant
beauty hidden in this crazy, messy, wonderful
world. Each spread features one of over thirty
stirring questions accompanied by an image
covered with a die-cut blinders window. Flip
over the blinders window, and you’ll see what’s
really true: Stormclouds are a chance to dance
in the rain. Ashes lead to new birth. Strangers
can be friends. Kindness comes from unlikely
sources. And life can be more beautiful than
you ever imagined.

ISBN-13: 9781945547492

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

559-876-2170

Could life’s pain . . .

(turn the blinders page over)

(turn the blinders page over)

. . . be an invitation to dance in the rain?

. . . parallel joy?

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Hardcover with die-cut jacket and die-cut interior “blinders” pages plus raised
UV, full-color interior, 6.25 X 7.25, 144 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-49-2
Ships: September 2017

51699

9 781945 547492

Even the jacket is a blinders
page that can be removed.

10

Would life’s darkest days . . .

•

A voice of hope in an unsettled world

•

Thought-provoking questions and
photographs that use die-cut blinders
windows to reveal things as they
really are

•

Full color throughout

•

Beautiful die-cut specialty-paper dust
jacket with raised UV
559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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The
Cheapskate’s
Handbook

Original
version sold
over 200,000
copies

Original
illustrations
throughout

A Guide to the Subtleties,
Intricacies, and Pleasures
of Being a Tightwad

Remember, God
put people next
door to you
for one main
reason: so you
can borrow
things.

BY MIFFLIN LOWE

P

acked with hilarious observations, unusual tips, and the stingiest advice money
couldn’t buy, The Cheapskate’s Handbook
is a deliciously dry companion for your favorite
miser—who might just be you. Skinflint Mifflin
Lowe invites fellow cheapskates to come out
of the closet in a celebration of all things free,
complimentary, pro bono, and if need be, cheap.
With advice on everything from avoiding generous impulses to creatively bumming off your
neighbors, plus delightful watercolor illustrations
and Mifflin’s own “Miser’s Aptitude Test,” The
Cheapskate’s Handbook will have you laughing
and saving money at the same time. What a deal!

ISBN-13: 9781945547454

Price: $12.99 (USD)

Paperback with rounded corners, full-color interior, 5 X 7, 160 pages
Ships: August 2017

ISBN 978-1-945547-45-4

51299

Mifflin Lowe

•

Sold over 200,000 copies when first
published in 1986

•

Saving money is always hot

•

This fresh, second edition adds
sections on technology, current
events, and other timely topics

•

Author has been featured in major
media including USA Today and
The National Enquirer

•

Chunky handbook size with
hilarious photos, rounded corners,
and outstanding design

•

At $12.99, it’s cheap!
Original ISBN-13: 9780843112467

12
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Family
clamoring for a
skiing vacation?
Tell them the
story of the
Donner Party.

9is a 7singer,
8 1 9songwriter,
4 5 5 4 7musician,
454

By the time you reach
the checkout counter,
you should have already
eaten the equivalent of a
large lunch.

and author with six books published
which have sold over 300,000 copies
in 4 languages. His books include
a children’s poetry book, Beasts
By The Bunches (Doubleday) and
three humor books for adults: The
Cheapskate’s Handbook, I Hate Fun,
and How To Be A Celebrity (Price/
Stern/Sloan.)

Tons of
hilarious
photos
For less than $50, you can
convince your neighbors your
child attends one of the nation’s
most prestigious universities.

Plastic bugs will not only
help you avoid paying the tip
but also the bill.

When a merchant tells you
the price of an article, always
laugh in disbelief.

Remember, child labor
laws don’t apply when
they’re your own.

Never leave a hotel
emptyhanded.

559-876-2170

With proper maintenance,
foil can last indefinitely.

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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The CancerFighting Cook

Beautifully designed with cancer patients in mind:
75-page pad of cancerfighter ingredient
grocery lists

Cancer Fighter-Packed Recipes
for Treatment, Recovery, and
Prevention

Enclosed wire-o binding
so it easily stays open

Easy-use
tabs

Recipes organized
by Treatment,
Recovery, and
Prevention

BY CHEF RICHARD LOMBARDI

W

ritten by Richard Lombardi—The
Cancer-Fighting Chef and a cancer
survivor himself—and packed with
nutrient-rich recipes, The Cancer-Fighting Cook is
a cancer fighter and cancer caregiver’s best friend
for combating the symptoms caused by treatment
and for enhancing the recovery process. Each
of its delicious recipes—some from Richard’s
own award-winning restaurant and conveniently
organized by tabs for Treatment, Recovery, and
Prevention—is powered with cancer-fighting
ingredients, all of which are called out on the
side of each page. And because cooking can be
tough when you’re recovering from treatment,
the enclosed spiral bound, lay-flat book is
packed with helpful shortcuts, kitchen basics, a
removable quick-reference list, and a 75-page
pad of printed cancer-fighter grocery lists. Even
better, The Cancer-Fighting Cook includes ten
kid-friendly recipes that the whole family can
enjoy plus recipes from professional chefs and
celebrities that have joined the fight against
cancer, including Jay Leno and Mark DeCarlo.

Chef Richard
Lombardi and his wife, Elaine,

owned and operated the award-winning Mama
Rose Restaurant in California for ten years.
Chef Richard was heard on radio as part of
“The Filippo and the Chef Show” and was
seen around the country performing the stage
version with well-known chefs and celebrities.
After his bout with cancer, Chef Richard created
a non-profit organization called The CancerFighting Chef (www.thecancerfightingchef.com)
where he uses his cooking experience along with
his experiences as a cancer patient to create
tasty recipes that contain ingredients that fight
cancer. He also created an affiliated organization called Cancer-Fighting Chefs International in
which thousands of chefs around the world have
become advocates in the fight against cancer.

14
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ISBN-13: 9781945547324

Price: $24.99 (USD)

Paper over board, concealed wire-o binding, 5 tabbed recipe sections,
perforated tear-out reference sheet, notepad, full color, 8 X 10, 160 pages
Ships: September 2017 ISBN 978-1-945547-32-4

52499

•

Nutrient-rich recipes that help combat
cancer organized by treatment, recovery,
9 781945 547324
and prevention

•

Cook-friendly packaging: hardcover,
enclosed wire-o binding, organized with
5 category tabs

Nutrition
information

main dishes

•
•

Packed with bonuses, including a
tear-out reference sheet plus a 75-page
notepad of cancer-fighting ingredient
shopping lists

Medallions
of Pork
Pasta e
Tenderloin
Fag iol i

se rv i ng Nut r i t i on

517

Total Fat

25.5 g

Cholesterol

124 g
Calories
182 mg
Total Fat
17.5 g
Cholesterol
0g
Sodium
48 g
Total Carbohydrate

Sodium

Dietary Fiber
Protein

SOUPS & SALADS

serving Nutrition

Calories

Dietary Fiber
Protein

C ANC E R F I GH T E RS

C ANCER
Lean meat

Extra virgin
olive oil

509

46.5 g
0g

422 mg
56 g

1g
Pork
tenderloinOr
is an excellent choice for a meat dish. It
as my mother would call it “Pasta Fazool.”
1g
As kids, we
has very little fat,
is very tender, and is one of
the lower
became
very familiar with hearty bowls of no-nonse
nse
cost cuts of meat.
Using Pork Tenderloin as the main
part
southern
Italian food. Pasta
FIGHTERS
of the dish leaves
you with many choices forFazool
a sidewas
dishthe
to star of what I
now
refer to as “The Big Four.” Now, more
than ﬁfty years
the pork. Somelater,
suggestions would be a small salad, baked
I wish I knew then what I know now.
Science has
potato, carrots, shown
or some other vegetable.
how beneﬁcial the ingredients in these
dishes are
White beans
to promote good health and how they
contain many cancer
S e rv e s 2
ﬁghting qualities.

1 pork tenderloin 12 oz.
S e rv e s 2
2 tablespoons extra
virgin

Whole grain
pasta

Each recipe calls out the cancer-fighting
ingredients and nutritional information
Includes cancer-fighting recipes and
stories from chefs and celebrities around
the world, including Jay Leno and Mark
DeCarlo

main dishes
SOUPS & SALADS

Total Carbohydrate

•

Full-color
photography
throughout

Cheerful colors to make
cooking a joy, not a chore

Butter
substitute

Low-fat,
low-sodium
chicken broth

olive oil

1/2 cup low-fat, low-sodium
chicken broth
2 tablespoon Wondra ﬂour

2 tablespoon butter substitute
2 oz. extra virgin oliveSalt
oil and pepper

4 oz. low calorie, low sodium
chicken stock or broth
1 can white beans or peas or
4 oz. tomato sauce
lentils or chickpeas
Extra virgin
Salt
and pepper
1
Cut tenderloin in half and rub each half with salt and pepper.
olive oil
4 oz. whole grain salad
cooked
2
Heat butter and olive or
oilother
in 10 small,
in. frying
pan over medium heat.
macaroni

1/4 cup dry red wine4 whole garlic cloves

Add pork, turn in pan and brown all sides of pork.

3

1 place
Heatin
Remove pork and
a small
oven
dish.
extra
virgin
olive
oil in a 4 qt. saucepan

Garlic 4

2
Add garlic
Place pork in preheated
360-degree
for 20until
minutes.
clovesoven
and cook
golden

5

over low heat.

brown.

Add
white
While pork is 3
in oven
add
red wine
chicken
broth to frying pan and
beansand
or peas
or etc…includin
g liquid from can.
Low-calorie simmer scraping up the drippings in pan.
4
With a fork crush about 1/2 of the beans
chicken broth
in the pan while it heats.
7
Add Wondra and
whisk
until mixture thickens slightly. Keep warm.
5
Add chicken
stock or broth and tomato sauce, raise
heat to medium.
8
Remove pork6
fromAdd
oven, let rest for 3 to 5 minutes.
cooked macaroni.

6

“Success is not
final, failure is
not fatal. it is
the courage to
continue that
counts.”
winston churchill

Cancerfighting
ingredients

9

Slice pork tenderloin
into 2 portions of 4 medallions each.
7
Heat
for about 10 minutes.

10

Transfer to serving dish and ladle sauce over meat.

Tomato sauce

Pork tenderloinWhite
is a great
beans (cannellini, kidney and
alternative to other
kinds
of meat.
navy)
are loaded
with even more
It’s inexpensive,cancer-ﬁ
has very
little dietary
ghting
ﬁber than
fat, and is wonderfully
healthy tender.
red beans. By eating these ﬁberrich superfoods, you can reduce the
risk
of many cancers and other potential
killers, including brain aneurysms.

Encouraging
quotes

559-876-2170
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Fail Brilliantly

Being a
Proactive
Grandfather

Exploding the Myths of Failure
and Success
B Y S H E L L E Y D AV I D O W A N D P A U L W I L L I A M S

W

How to Make A Difference

e all spend much of our lives trying
to cope with failure; sometimes we
try to assign value to it, but failure
looms as a debilitating concept in millions of
lives, affecting children and adults alike. Fail
Brilliantly propose a radical shift: erase the
word and concept of failure from the realms of
education and human endeavors. Replace it with
new words and concepts. This shift in position
has the potential to transform our lives and
ultimately reshape our definition of success.

BY RICHARD EYRE

S

Shelley Davidow,
DCA is a teacher, author, and trained

facilitator in Restorative Practice. She has taught
students ages five to eighty in a wide variety
of settings. She runs workshops internationally
on the impact and management of stress at
home, in the workplace, and in the classroom.
With her focus on social and emotional health,
Shelley has worked across the USA, the UK, and
Australia in schools conducting readings, workshops, and facilitating discussions with young
people on the many issues they confront.
An award-winning author of thirty-eight
books, which range from children’s fiction to
adult non-fiction, her titles have been set at
schools across the world. She lives on the east
coast of Australia with her family and several
noisy kookaburras.

Paul Williams,
PhD is an award-winning author of

several books including the memoir Soldier Blue
(New Africa Books). He lives in Australia and
coordinates the Creative Writing Program at the
University of the Sunshine Coast. His latest book
is Playing with Words (Palgrave Macmillan UK)
coauthored with Shelley Davidow.

ISBN-13: 9781945547256

Price: $17.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 X 9, 192 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-25-6

Ships: August 2017

•

Radically changes the way you think
about the word failure9 7 8 1 9 4 5 5 4 7 2 5 6

•

Unlike what many books on failure
teach, failure doesn’t always lead to rosy,
incredible outcomes. Fail Brilliantly
helps you be comfortable with this truth

•

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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51699

tatistics tell us that male Baby Boomers
probably have another twenty to thirty good
years ahead of us, and most have grandchildren.
But how much time and mental energy will we expend
on these living legacies? How much will we prioritize
them, and how proactive and deliberate will we be as
granddads?
New York Times #1 bestselling author, Richard
Eyre encourages gradfathers to ask themselves a very
important question: what kind of grandfather will
you be? Will you be a “disengaged grandfather,” who
downsizes to an adults-only condo in Sun City by a
golf course and rarely sees his grandkids? Will you be a
“limited grandfather,” a “supportive grandfather,” or—
best of all—will you be a “proactive grandfather”?
Only when we choose to be proactive does grandfathering become effective, consequential, and truly fun.
At this level, you deliberately ponder the needs you can
uniquely fulfill, and you set goals and plans to enhance
your grandchildren’s lives (in concert and in teamwork with the goals and stewardship of their parents).
This approach will stretch and test you, but it will also
reward you with levels of fulfillment, well-being, love,
and peace otherwise unobtainable.

Richard Eyre is a New

Forthcoming endorsements from
business and civic leaders and authors

“There is no magical formula for
dealing with failure, but this book
provides you with the MOST useful
tools to do just that. A resource that
should find itself in the hands of
any person who is serious about
dealing with this thing we call
failure.”
—PETER PRETORIUS, ONE OF THE WORLD’S FIRST
PARAPLEGIC FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS

16

#1 New
York Times
bestselling
author

Find all of
Richard and
Linda’s books
on page 37.

York Times #1 bestselling author whose
writing career has spanned four decades and
whose books have sold in the millions. He has
appeared on virtually all major national talk
shows, including Oprah and Today, and has seen
his books translated into a dozen languages. He
and his wife, Linda, write a syndicated weekly
newspaper column and currently spend most of
their time traveling and speaking to audiences
throughout the world on families, parenting,
and lifebalance (and trying to keep up with
their twenty-six grandchildren). The Eyres’ vision statement is “Fortify families by celebrating
commitment, popularizing parenting, bolstering
balance, and validating values.” Richard lives in
Park City, Utah.

ISBN-13: 9781945547270

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 5.83 X 8.27, 160 pages
Ships: August 2017

ISBN 978-1-945547-27-0

•

New York Times #1 bestselling author

•

9 to
7 8 be
1 9 4the
5 5 4kind
7 2 7 0of
A proactive look at how
grandfather that makes a difference—
and find a level of fulfillment otherwise
unobtainable

•

Baby Boomers number over 70 million

•

The first book of its kind

5 1 4 9

“Why not approach grandfathering
with the same drive and
determination we put into our
careers? This book shows us how.”
—NOLAN ARCHIBALD, RETIRED CEO, BLACK AND DECKER

“Our grandkids are our legacy.”
— D A N N Y A I N G E , B O S T O N C E LT I C S

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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BY SUSAN BRANSON

Y

ou’ve probably heard that apple cider
vinegar can boost your immune system,
but did you know it can fight asthma, cure
hiccups, and even remove the smell of cat urine?
Or that ginger could prevent hypothermia? Or that
essential oils could boost your memory?
Millions of people are turning away from the
harsh effects of modern solutions and back to
the gentle but powerful benefits of nature’s oldest
remedies. In her 101 Amazing Uses series, Susan
Branson—a holisitic nutritional consultant—
expertly outlines 101 incredible uses for apple
cider vineage, ginger, essential oils, and coconut
oil. Each book is divided into tabbed sections filled
with a total of 101 easy-to-read, bite-sized benefits
for everything from health to beauty to household
cleaning. Promote healthy skin, reduce stress, boost
your metabolism, tenderize meat, and more with
these simple, accessible, natural solutions.

18

101 Amazing Uses for Apple Cider Vinegar

101 Amazing Uses for Coconut Oil

101 Amazing Uses for Essential Oils

ISBN-13: 9781945547140

ISBN-13: 9781945547157

ISBN-13: 9781945547164

Price: $12.99 (USD)
Trade paperback, 5.83 X 8.27, 144 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-14-0
Ships: June 2017

9 781945 547157

Price: $12.99 (USD)
Trade paperback, 5.83 X 8.27, 144 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-16-4

5 1 2 9 9

Ships: June 2017

5 1 2 9

101 amazing
uses, all 9 7 8 1 9 4 5 5 4 7 1 6 4
alphabetized
and grouped
by category

Susan Branson

Each guidebook explores the
amazing—and often overlooked—
uses of natural products like
apple cider vinegar

•

Easy to read! Each of the 101
uses is trimmed down to bitesized, alphabetized sections and
organized by tabbed categories

•

Recipes included (where
applicable, of course)

101 Amazing Uses for Ginger

•

Competitively priced at $12.99

ISBN-13: 9781945547126

559-876-2170

Ships: June 2017

9 781945 547140

•

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

51299

Price: $12.99 (USD)
Trade paperback, 5.83 X 8.27, 144 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-15-7

Price: $12.99 (USD)
Trade paperback, 5.83 X 8.27, 166 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-12-6
Ships: June 2017

earned an undergraduate degree in biology
from St. Francis Xavier University, then a
MSc in toxicology from the University of
Ottawa. From there she worked in research;
in the field, in the lab, as a writer and as an
administrator. She took time off and stayed
at home after her second child was born. In
additional to being a stay-at-home mom,
she also took violin lessons, photography
courses, earned a diploma in writing, and ultimately became a holistic nutritionist. Susan
is a member of CSNN’s Alumni Association,
Canada’s leading holistic nutrition school.

51299

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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The Present
Parent
Handbook

A New Way for
Mothers
A Revolutionary Approach for
Mothers to Use Their Skills and
Talents While Their Children Are
at School

26 Simple Tools to Discover
that This Moment, This Action,
This Thought, This Feeling Is
Exactly Why I Am Here

BY LOUISE WEBSTER

T

BY TIMOTHY DUKES, PHD

“If you can recognize that your child needs to be
witnessed, held, and loved by you, he or she will
have a chance to thrive.”

W

ith all the distractions of work,
technology, and life in general, The
Present Parent Handbook invites
parents to be mentally and emotionally available
to their children. In the present, there is the opportunity to show up, pay attention, and become
the parent you want to be.
With an easy-to-follow A–Z format, every
parent will be able to implement the 26+ simple
tools to become a more present parent for their
children.

Timothy Dukes,
PhD consults with senior leaders and

teams, established business owners, political
and organizational visionaries, emerging
innovators, entrepreneurs, and artists to bridge
the worlds of dynamic opposition so that what
seems to be a contradiction can actually inform
a process of continued evolution into clarity.
His model for clarity is based on presence and
mindfulness distilled from years of coaching
leaders, clinical work, academic research, and
contemplative practices. With clarity, a leader
can be an inspired, authentic communicator,
transform challenges into professional mastery,
and be accountable for his or her actions. His
process fosters a relational environment based
on insight, trust, and candor.

“This is a crucial read. I recommend
it for all parents. Take it to heart.”
— VA N J O N E S , A U T H O R A N D C N N C O N T R I B U T O R

20
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559-876-2170

ISBN-13: 9781945547133

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 5 X 7, 168 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-13-3

Ships: June 2017

•

A–Z guide on how to be a mentally and
emotionally present parent
9 781945 547133

•

Bite-sized chapter lengths keep parents’
busy schedules in mind. Each chapter
is filled with insightful and clear points
that parents can put into immediate
practice

51499

“A short, empathetic debut guide
to conscientious parenting. A
conversational and compassionate
handbook for kids’ caregivers.”
—KIRKUS REVIEWS

here is incredibly important yet untapped
talent among mothers who have replaced
career aspirations or creative outlets with
family priority. Those women who have put their
interests on hold to care for their children face a huge
challenge in reconnecting with the professional world
again in a way that recognizes their needs to continue
to be available for their children.
A New Way for Mothers provides inspiration,
encouragement, and a step-by-step approach for every
mother wishing to engage their talents during the
hours their children are at school. This book has strategies and tips for all aspects of life—from finding the
right type of work to supporting your health—to help
moms find purpose and balance through the crucial
preschool years and beyond.

Louise Webster is a mother

of two children (aged 8 and 5) and passionate about
the potential collective talent of parents across the
world. She launched Beyondtheschoolrun.com in
March 2012 to help unlock the talents and skills of
parents for their well-being and the wellbeing of society. The enterprise has developed a strong community
of parents, been featured in a range of media, and
received two invitations to No.10 Downing Street.
Louise won “Britain’s Top Real Role Model 2014” and
judged the competition in 2015.
Louise has become a spokesperson on the subject
of mothers and work, speaking at conferences,
commenting in press articles, and writing articles for
press such as The Guardian.

ISBN-13: 9781945547171

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 X 9, 192 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-17-1

Ships: July 2017

•

Explores a new way to look at career
9 781945 547171
that combines work and family

•

Recognizes that re-engaging with
talents again after a period of time
out of the workplace and achieving
it in a sustainable way is a step-bystep, daily process

•

Author won “Britain’s Top Real Role
Model 2014” and was a judge in 2015

•

Author received two invitations to
No. 10 Downing Street to discuss
her work

5 1 5 9

PRAISE FOR LOUISE WEBSTER:

“A true change maker!”
—GLOBAL INVEST IN HER

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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Finding Family

Poems

My Search for Roots and the
Secrets in My DNA

About Family and Favorites:
Exploring Who and What We Love

BY RICHARD HILL

BY RICHARD EYRE

F

inding Family: My Search for Roots and the
Secrets in My DNA is the highly suspenseful
account of an adoptee trying to reclaim the
biological family denied him by sealed birth records.
This fascinating quest, including the author’s landmark
use of DNA testing, takes readers on an exhilarating
roller-coaster ride and concludes with a twist that
rivals anything Hollywood has to offer.
In the vein of a classic mystery, Hill gathers the
seemingly scant evidence surrounding the circumstances of his birth. As his resolve shores up, the author
also avails of new friends, genealogists, the Internet,
and the latest DNA tests in the new field of genetic
genealogy. As he closes in on the truth of his ancestry,
he is able to construct a living, breathing portrait of
the young woman who was faced with the decision to
forsake her rights to her child, and ultimately the man
whose identity had remained hidden for decades.
Finding Family offers guidance, insight, and motivation for anyone engaged in a similar mission, from
ways to obtain information to the many networks that
can facilitate adoption searches. The book includes a
detailed guide to DNA and genetic genealogy and how
they can produce irrefutable results in determining
genetic connections and help adoptees bypass sealed
records and similar stumbling blocks.

Richard Hill,

at just 18 years old,
accidentally discovered a deeply hidden family secret: he
was adopted. Assuming he would never know any details,
he was startled to learn many years later that he had a
brother out there somewhere. What then began as a search
for his mother and brother turned into a decades long
search for the identity of his biological father. Thwarted
for years by sealed records, lies, and cover-ups, Richard
eventually turned to a series of new DNA tests designed for
genealogists. His groundbreaking use of this new science
to uncover the name of his birth father was reported on
the front page of The Wall Street Journal. Subsequently,
newer DNA tests would lead him to an even more startling
conclusion. Richard has made it his personal mission to
share what he learns with other adoptees and genealogists.
He does that through his web site, DNA-Testing-Adviser.
com, social media, presentations, and now his books.

F

rom New York Times #1 bestselling author
Richard Eyre comes a beautuful, heartfelt book
of poetry and inspiration. Richard’s first book
was published more than forty-five years ago, and he
has since published more than fifty titles. While writing prose has basically become his profession, writing
poetry has always been his love.
Here, for the first time in published form, he shares
some of his poetic efforts about the people and things
we love with those who have enjoyed his prose (and
those who haven’t).
In his own words:

ISBN-13: 9781945547393

Price: $18.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 X 9, 292 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-39-3

Ships: August 2017

•

This previously self-published title
is a Global Ebook Awards
gold medal
9 781945 547393
winner and a Next Generation Indie
Book Awards Finalist

•

Nearly 400 outstanding reviews on
Amazon

•

Includes a beginner’s guide to using
DNA testing

•

A suspenseful, page-turning saga
of personal detective work that will
appeal to anyone who loves a good
mystery

•

Released to the trade for first time!

51899

You don’t write poems,
You capture them.
You don’t create them; you can’t even look for them.
They come to you.
It’s not left brain “work and plan.”
It’s right brain “watch and pray.”
As Pablo Neruda said:
“And it was at that age . . . Poetry arrived
In search of me.”

Richard Eyre

Find all of
Richard and
Linda’s books
on page 37.

is a New York
Times #1 bestselling author whose writing career has
spanned four decades and whose books have sold in
the millions. He has appeared on virtually all major
national talk shows, including Oprah and Today, and
has seen his books translated into a dozen languages.
He and his wife, Linda, write a syndicated weekly
newspaper column and currently spend most of their
time traveling and speaking to audiences throughout
the world on families, parenting, and lifebalance (and
trying to keep up with their twenty-six grandchildren).
The Eyres’ vision statement is “Fortify families by
celebrating commitment, popularizing parenting,
bolstering balance, and validating values.” Richard
lives in Park City, Utah.

ISBN-13: 9781945547294

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 X 9, 192 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-29-4

Ships: September 2017

5 1 6 9

9 781945 547294

•

New York Times #1 bestselling
author, Richard Eyre

•

Beautiful collection of poetry
written over the course of a
lifetime

•

Built-in audience of customers
who purchased his previous
titles

“An engaging, page-turning
memoir that thoughtfully
puts together the pieces of a
family puzzle.”
—KIRKUS REVIEWS

22
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Leadership
Vertigo

The 5 Essays
You Must
Master to Be
College Ready

Why Even the Best Leaders Go
Off Course and How They Can Get
Back On Track

A Complete Guide to Nailing the
Most Common Essays You’ll
Encounter in College

B Y S . M A X B R O W N A N D TA N V E E R N A S E E R

O

ver the past few decades, there’s been an
exponential rise in the number of books and
studies on leadership and what we need to do
to ensure organizational success in today’s increasingly
complex and interconnected global market. And yet,
year after year, we continue to see research that shows
employee engagement and morale levels plateauing
on the low end of the scale. Why is this? Why are
we unable to move the needle and create the kind of
working conditions that not only allow our employees
to succeed, but thrive under our leadership?
What these findings reveal is that leaders often can’t
see the gap that exists between what they want their
leadership to represent and how others actually perceive their leadership. Many of us are experiencing a
common perceptual problem where our brain sends us
false signals assuring us that everything is okay when it
is not. We call this phenomenon “Leadership Vertigo.”
Leadership Vertigo: Why Even the Best Leaders Go
Off Course and How They Can Get Back On Track will
help you to understand how you can counter these
bouts of self-deception by employing four Leadership
Landmarks—Community, Competence, Credibility,
and Compassion—to get your team back on course.

S. Max Brown is the vice president

BY LAURA TORRES

P
ISBN-13: 9781945547072
Ships: June 2017

•
•

•

Fresh, innovative application of the
latest business research
and
9 781
9 4 5 writings
547072
Endorsement by Douglas Conant
(Chairman, Avon Products)
and foreword by Vineet Nayar
(bestselling business author)
Originally published in hardcover—
now in paperback!

internationally acclaimed leadership writer and speaker. He is also
the principal and founder of Tanveer Naseer Leadership, a leadership
coaching firm that works with managers and executives to help them
develop leadership and team-building competencies. He currently
lives in Montreal, Canada, with his wife, Andrée, and their three
daughters.
559-876-2170

• Narrative
51499

ISBN-13: 9781945547188

Price: $16.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 6 X 9, 224 pages

• Compare/Contrast

ISBN 978-1-945547-18-8

Ships: July 2017

5 1 5 9

• Summary/Response

Tanveer Naseer is an award-winning and

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

Price: $14.99 (USD)

Trade paperback, 5.5 X 8.5, 156 pages ISBN 978-1-945547-07-2

of leadership and culture at Pluralsight and a senior
adviser at the Shingo Institute. Max is a sought after
keynote speaker for clients like Southwest Airlines,
American Express, and The Canadian Federal Government.
For several years, he has presented at one of GE’s
highest-rated leadership courses. As a result, Max meets
with executives in organizations around the world. Max
and his wife, Sally, live in Salt Lake City, Utah, and are the
proud parents of two amazing kids.

24

ulitzer Prize winner David McCullough said,
“Writing is thinking. To write well is to think
clearly. That’s why it’s so hard.” Too many
students enter college without a basic understanding of writing, which can affect every aspect of their
education.
Author and educator Laura Torres provides a onestop guide to preparing secondary and homeschool
students for college-level writing. This handbook
covers the five most common types of essays:

“Leadership Vertigo
offers practical and
effective tools for
avoiding self-deception
and empowering those
we seek to lead.”

• Research
• Argumentative
The 5 Essays You Must Master to Be College Ready
includes lessons, tips, and organizational guides for
writing clear and compelling essays. Torres walks
students through the complete writing process, from
outlining to revising and ultimately evaluating their
work (with provided grading rubrics). With this easyto-follow instruction, students can master these essay
types, be college ready, and redefine what it means to
think and communicate well.

Laura Torres received both her

BA and MA in English and then went on to become
an author. She has written curriculum for grades
K–6, focusing on Composition, Humanities, Creative
Writing, and Literature and English. She currently
teaches first-year college students and blogs at
compositionclassroom.blogspot.com.

•

9 7 8 1 9covers
4 5 5 4 7 the
188
No other book directly
five most common essay types
every student will be assigned in
college

•

Walks students through the entire
writing process from outlining to
self-evaluation

•

Includes self-grading rubrics

•

Author is a top seller on
the educational website
TeachersPayTeachers.com, where
she creates and sells curricula
outlines and lesson materials

— D O U G L A S C O N A N T, C H A I R M A N ,
AV O N P R O D U C T S

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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Find the complete Backyard Renaissance Collection on pages 48–49.

Simple
Homemade
Fruit Pectin

Growing a
Permaculture
Food Forest

How to Make Natural, Filler-Free
Fruit Pectin for Your Jams and
Jellies

How to Create a Garden Ecosystem
You Only Plant Once But Can
Harvest for Years

BY CALEB WARNOCK AND KAMI TELFORD

BY CALEB WARNOCK

P

T

here’s nothing better than homemade jam, but
every home canner knows your jelly would
just be syrup without pectin. Commercial
pectins are filled with dextrose and require massive
amounts of sugar to set, but you can make your
own fruit pectin with this detailed guidebook. Selfsufficiency experts Caleb Warnock and Kami Telford
provides easy-to-follow instructions for making your
own fruit pectin to use in jams and jellies with no
unwanted fillers. Making natural pectin has never
been easier!

•
•
•
•

26

Caleb Warnock is a well-known selfsufficiency and homesteading expert
Author provides weekly homesteading
workshops
Another title in the robust and greatselling Backyard Renaissance Collection
Simple and easy-to-follow guide for
making your own fruit pectin

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

559-876-2170

ISBN-13: 9781945547348

lanting your own garden can cut down your
grocery bill, but few people have the time to
cultivate a big harvest every year. Self-sufficiency
expert Caleb Warnock shares his expertise in creating a
permaculture food forest: a garden that you plant once
and then leave in the hands of Mother Nature for years to
come. Best of all, this natural, sustainable, and lowmaintanance garden can succeed in any climate, and
Growing a Permaculture Food Forest can show you how.
This compact guidebook includes:

Price: $7.99 (USD)

Trade Paperback, 5 X 7, 76 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-34-8

Ships: September 2017

Caleb
Warnock is the pop-

ular author of Forgotten Skills of
Self-Sufficiency, The Art of Baking
with Natural Yeast, Backyard
Winter Gardening for All Climates,
More Forgotten Skills, Trouble’s
on the Menu, and the Backyard
Renaissance Collection. He is the
owner of SeedRenaissance.com and
blogs at CalebWarnock.blogspot.
com, where you will find a link to
join his email list to learn more
about forgotten skills. He resides in
Provo, Utah.

• Lists of the best flowers and herbs for food forests
50799

• Wild edibles for food forests
• What NOT to plant

ISBN-13: 9781945547331

Price: $7.99 (USD)

Trade Paperback, 5 X 7, 76 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-33-1

Ships: September 2017

5 0 7 9

• Sustainable harvesting, and
9 781945 547348

• So much more!
Seasonal planting and constant weeding are things of
the past! With a permaculture food forest, you can feed
your family with homegrown vegetables without all the
fuss.

Backyard Renaissance 9Display
7 8 1 9 4Bin
5 547331
Ships empty with order of 32 or more Backyard Renaissance books.
ISBN-13: 9781944822057

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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12 Little Elves Visit
California
Trish Madson, illustrations by
Sadie Han
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547119
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter; 32
pages; 9.25 X 9.25
Ships: September 2017
ISBN 978-1-945547-11-9

T

welve charming elves travel up
and down each state to see who
is still awake before Santa comes.
Along the way, they visit state landmarks and curiosities, all bedecked
in holly and holiday fun. Their last
stop? Your home, of course. Jump
in bed!

51699
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You Should,
You Should!
BY GINNY TILBY

Hippo’s morning starts off good,
until friends say, “You should! You should!”
You should prance! You should sing!
Wear this hat! Stretch your wing!
Though Hippo wants to be a friend,
he wonders when the “shoulds” will end.
Hippo and friends will soon find out
that being yourself is what life’s about.

9 781945 547119

H

12 Little Elves Visit
Oregon
Trish Madson, illustrations by
Sadie Han
$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547102
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter; 32
pages; 9.25 X 9.25

ippo isn’t sure how to be himself when
friends say, “You should walk like
me! Sing like me! Dance like me! You
should! You should!” Filled with charming characters and beautiful bright colors, You Should,
You Should! teaches kids the importance of being
and loving yourself.

ISBN-13: 9781945547546

Price: $6.99 (USD)

Paperback, 8 X 10, 32 pages

ISBN 978-1-945547-54-6

Ships: August 2017

5 0 6 9

Ships: September 2017
ISBN 978-1-945547-10-2

51699

9 781945 547102

10 Little Monsters Visit
Texas
Trish Madson, illustrations by
Nate Hardyman
$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547089
Paper over board with spot varnish; 32
pages; 8.75 X 8.75

S

tarted by bestselling author Rick
Walton, the 10 Little Monsters
series is a delicious romp across
US cities and states. Kids will be
delighted at the discoveries (and
demises) of these 10 intrepid—and
a bit too curious—explorers!

Ships: August 2017
ISBN 978-1-945547-08-9

9 781945 547089

Find more Monsters and
Elves on page 63.
28
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Ginny Tilby is a talented writer

and illustrator of charming and important stories 9 7 8 1 9 4 5 5 4 7 5 4 6
relatable to young children. She’s an experienced
people-pleaser, thus her playful stories demonstrate
self-development and relationship skills with fun,
lovable characters. She graduated from Utah Valley
University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree,
received a first-place award for published illustration
(in a speculative fiction journal), and absolutely
loves tree swings.

“You Should, You Should! helps
children, parents, counselors,
and anyone working with
children to address the undo
pressure put on ourselves when
we allow others, and ourselves, to
believe we ‘should’ do something
just because someone else is.”
— B R E T T TA L B O T, P H D , B E H AV I O R A L S C I E N C E FA C U LT Y,
U TA H VA L L E Y U N I V E R S I T Y

559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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PA R E N T I N G

#1 Amazon
Bestseller

Motherhood Realized

Deliberate Motherhood: 12 Powers of
Peace, Purpose, Order, and Joy

Power of Moms
Filled with essays from real moms just like you,
Motherhood Realized is the bestselling companion
to moms everywhere who wonder if they’ll ever
get through the journey. Motherhood is the
hardest job we’ll ever love, and it’s so much better
when we’re doing it together.

Power of Moms
Deliberate Motherhood presents inspiring ideas,
poignant stories, and practical applications to help
mothers find great success and personal growth in
the beautiful and challenging work of raising the
next generation.

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629074
Trade Paper; 206 pages; 6 X 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301902
Trade Paper; 276 pages; 6 X 9

Why Can’t We Just Play?

Here Be Dragons

Spilt Milk Yoga

Pam Lobley
In a culture where children are pressured
constantly to achieve, what happens when
you let your children do nothing at all?
Nationally syndicated humor writer Pam
Lobley decided to slow down and give her
family a summer that was a throwback to the
1950s. With trademark wit and candor, she
reveals what we can learn from those longago families, why raising kids has changed so
drastically, and most importantly, how to stop
time once in a while and just play.

Annmarie Kelly-Harbaugh and Ken Harbaugh
Two parents challenge one another to find
balance between work and family life. Their
stories are both uproarious and poignant as
they raise children and strive to leave their
mark on the wider world. Filled with tender
moments and plenty of laughs, Here Be
Dragons recounts the adventures of a family
trying to stay afloat and offers a life raft to the
rest of us in choppy waters.

Cathryn Monro
Author Cathryn Monro combines personal
experience, honesty, and humor to
acknowledge the moments when motherhood
stretches us to the edges of our tolerance,
patience, anger, and exhaustion. Spilt Milk
Yoga approaches motherhood as a path
offering life’s richest and most profound
lessons on love, acceptance, and joy. Through
guided self-inquiry, the challenges become
opportunities to grow, not in spite of
motherhood, but because of it.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934905
Trade Paper; 224 pages; 6 X 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934578
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 X 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934752
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 5 X 7

What goes into
a Familius
parenting book?
EXPERTISE
Only expert,
experienced,
well-researched
work allowed.

AUTHENTICITY
Authors are in the
parenting trenches,
just like you.

CELEBRATION
Parenting is the
greatest work
anyone will ever
do. You’re never
“just” a mom to us.

If we wouldn’t use it
with our own kids,
we don’t publish it.
Simple!
30
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The Parent Fix

Raising Stress-Proof Kids

Maggie Stevens
There is power in parenting—
correct parenting. Rather than
focusing on the kids, as so many
other self-help books do, The
Parent Fix stresses that when
parents change, kids change.

Shelley Davidow
Chronic stress is robbing
children of their childhoods
with negative physiological,
emotional, and cognitive
consequences. Raising StressProof Kids shows parents
that there’s a lot we can do
to mitigate the effects of our
often too-stressful lives on our
children’s growing bodies and
brains.

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629203
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 X 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629647
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 X 9
559-876-2170

Grandparenting the
Blended Family
Dene Low, PhD
Ever wonder what other
grandparents do to succeed
with their grandchildren?
Grandparenting the Blended
Family explores over 30
different grandparents and
how they interact with their
grandchildren—natural, step,
and adopted.
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301322
Trade Paper; 178 pages; 6 X 9

Dude to Dad

Glad to Be Dad

Stressed Out! For Parents

Hugh Weber
Dude to Dad contains absolutely
no expert advice or medical
guidance. You can read about
mucus plugs and colostrum
elsewhere. What you will find
is a candid, quick, and often
irreverent roadmap for making
the most of your own personal
transition from Dude to Dad.

Tim J. Myers
By recounting personal
experiences, offering sincere
opinions, and including quizzes
for fatherly-preparedness,
Tim Myers emphasizes the
importance of fatherly influence
in the home. He shows fathers
not only that they are vital to
home life but that fatherhood
also brings great joy—not to
mention a surprising amount of
plain old fun.

Ben Bernstein, PhD
Dr. B., celebrated performance
coach for CEOs, athletes, and
musicians, takes on parents this
time in Stressed Out! For Parents.
Focusing on his nine steps to
help during stressful situations,
Dr. B. teaches parents in clear,
entertaining writing how to be
calm, confident, and focused.

$10.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301261
Trade Paper; Fully illustrated; 132 pages;
5X8

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301018
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629319
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 6 X 9

The Best-Kept Secrets of
Parenting
Brad Wilcox and Jerrick Robbins
International speaker and educator Brad Wilcox and coauthor
Jerrick Robbins share 18 of the
most overlooked principles that
help parents succeed. The honest,
heartwarming, and personal
experiences shared as “secrets”
will truly make the difference in
your family.
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301407
Trade Paper; 184 pages; 6 X 9

559-876-2170
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PA R E N T I N G

How to Hug a Hedgehog

Untying Parent Anxiety (Years 5–8)

Mothering with Courage

Brad Wilcox and Jerrick Robbins
A teen’s job is to be difficult, and most do
it really, really well. No problem. With
entertaining stories and 12 principles that
open the cages, unlock the doors, gently tear
down those walls, and get you talking, How
to Hug a Hedgehog explores everything from
communication to what you might have
missed on the teen “warning label.” Wilcox
and Robbins help you face your worst fears
and effectively handle pressure and stress.

Lisa Sugarman
In Untying Parent Anxiety, nationally
syndicated humor columnist and author
Lisa Sugarman reminds us that our kids
aren’t supposed to be perfect. (And neither
are we.) They’re going to screw up, make
mistakes, and lose their way. And as soon
as we embrace the idea that parenthood is
not a straight line, we unlock everyone’s full
potential.

Bonnie Compton
Mothering with Courage provides mothers
a detailed guidebook for their journey
as a mother, complete with the latest
understanding and tips for healthy parenting
and motherhood. Practical, educational, and
inspirational, the book provides self-reflective
questions and guided journaling exercises
for mothers, specifically related to aspects of
their lives and mothering.

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822576
Trade Paper; 208 pages; 6 X 9

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822637
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 X 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629197
Trade Paper; 176 pages; 6 X 9

To Have and Not to Hold

From Tweens to Teens

Lorri Benson
What about those mothers who,
whether by circumstance or
choice, give up their children
for adoption? Lorri Benson’s
memoir chronicles her decision
to place her unborn daughter for
adoption. Years later, Lorri did
everything she could to find and
connect with her. With accounts
from the daughter, birthmother,
and adoptive mother, To Have
and Not to Hold shows how
adoption shapes everyone
involved.

Maria Clark Fleshood
In this groundbreaking guide,
psychotherapist and educator
Maria Clark Fleshood encourages
parents to revive global traditions
to mark preadolescence (ages 8 to
13) with rituals and celebrations
that guide young women through
these years of self-discovery. Dr.
Fleshood provides a tested, sixstep approach to engage, guide,
and prepare preteens for the
challenges and changes of a new
developmental stage.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934813
Trade Paper; 192 pages; 6 X 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934561
Trade Paper; 166 pages; 6 X 9

Parenting for the Digital
Age
Bill Ratner
Bill Ratner, a long-time
Hollywood insider and voice
of movie trailers, explores with
in-depth research the change in
advertising since 1982 and what
children are currently exposed
to. As a parent, educator, and
veteran insider to the world
of television, movies, and new
media, Ratner talks openly about
the problems associated with
excessive screen time, children’s
advertising, and what parents can
do about it.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629050
Trade Paper; 190 pages; 6 X 9

The Power of Dadhood
Michael Byron Smith
The Power of Dadhood empowers
fathers with the knowledge
that they are vitally important.
National speaker Michael Byron
Smith discusses the implications
of a fatherless home, the
challenges of parenting, and
the hierarchy of fathers. There
are absent fathers, present yet
uninvolved fathers, authoritative
fathers, loving fathers, teaching
fathers, and many more. Any
man can assess himself, see
where he stands, and make
choices to become a real Dad and
find the power of Dadhood!
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629661
Trade Paper; 248 pages; 6 X 9

Starred
Review

Family Ever After

Muddling Through

Family Talk

Tell Me a Story in the Dark

Michelle H. Packard
Wife and mother of four
Michelle Packard knows how
crazy a family life can be and
shares tips and tricks to not
just appreciate the chaos but to
appreciate and love those who
can make your life the most
difficult. While the idea of happy
ever after is distorted, you can, in
fact, achieve a Family Ever After.

Bil Lepp
National storyteller and five-time
champion of the West Virginia
Liars’ contest Bil Lepp shares his
perspective on parenting, from
the insatiable and unanswerable
questions children pose to the
most meaningful traditions that
draw a family together.

Christy Monson
Family councils are a great
way to bring children and
parents together in a positive
environment where they can
discuss and solve problems.
In this book, Christy Monson
outlines the benefits of family
councils and the best ways to
implement them in your own
family.

John Olive
Tonight, don’t read your child
a story. Instead, dim the light,
lie down, and create storytelling
magic. Weave a spell that will
enchant your child . . . Written
by an award-winning playwright,
Tell Me a Story In The Dark
provides you with every tool
you need to tell great and
entertaining stories.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301797
Trade Paper; 210 pages; 6 X 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629586
Trade Paper; 300 pages; 7.5 X 9.25

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781938301032
Trade Paper; 126 pages; 5 X 8

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301384
Trade Paper; 194 pages; 6 X 9
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Has Hollywood Lost Its
Mind?
Chris Hicks
Thirty-year movie reviewer Chris
Hicks explores the history of
the movie rating system and the
inconsistency in the ratings and
shares advice on how to make
better choices in your family’s
movie entertainment.
$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301193
Trade Paper; 258 pages; 6 X 9

Mothers of the Village
C. J. Schneider
The research is clear: since
the beginning of womankind,
mothering has been a communal
effort. Mothers of the Village
offers practical ideas on how to
build meaningful and satisfying
connections to create the
essential community all mothers
need.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934370
Trade Paper; 218 pages; 6 X 9

Unlocking Parental
Intelligence

Does My Child Have
PTSD?

Laurie Hollman
With extensive research and
entertaining examples, Dr.
Laurie Hollman, PhD, provides
five simple steps to help parents
better understand the context of
children’s perplexing behavior
and how to cultivate real change.

Jolene Philo
When children experience
medical illness, witness violence,
or are abused, it can leave a
lasting effect. Does My Child Have
PTSD? is designed for readers
looking for answers about the
puzzling, disturbing behaviors of
children in their care.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934042
Trade Paper; 254 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934011
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 6 X 9

559-876-2170
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MARRIAGE

SELF-HELP / WELLNESS

The Two-Minute Secret to Staying in Love
Heidi Poelman
The Two-Minute Secret for Staying in Love explores
the little things couples think, say, and do to stay in
love for the long haul.
$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547058
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 6 X 9

Becoming Free

New Tricks for Old Dogs

Christy Monson
Becoming Free is a step-by-step guide
to help women remove their armor,
expand their optimistic thinking, and
live a rich, abundant life.

Gene Perret
Bob Hope’s head joke writer offers sage
advice—and more than a few gags—for
those entering their senior years.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301841
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934462
Trade Paper; 240 pages; 5 X 8

For Those with Empty Arms

Deployed

On Loss and Living Onward

Emily Harris Adams
In this beautiful and poignant book of poems
and essays, Adams tells the story of the
diagnosis of infertility and the chaotic years
that followed. Despite the many instances of
disappointment, she learns how to continue
to hope. Emily Adams weaves a powerful and
compassionate story for any woman who is
desperately trying to conceive but can’t.

Stanley Hall, PhD
In the face of extended war, record-high
divorces, and combat stress, professional onbase counselor Dr. Stanley Hall gives answers
and directions for wading through it all and
finding more happiness and success in your
military family than you ever imagined.

Melissa Dalton-Bradford
After experiencing the loss of her firstborn
son, Melissa Dalton-Bradford thrust herself
into literature searching for those who have
experienced similar, devastating loss. What
she found was comfort and the faith to face
her own life without him. On Loss and Living
Onward compiles the best resources to guide
the living through the process of grief.

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301674
Trade Paper; 218 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629609
Trade Paper; 262 pages; 5 X 8

A Couple’s Guide to Happy Retirement
Sara Yogev, PhD
A Couple’s Guide to Happy Retirement is the most
comprehensive book devoted entirely to relationship
issues in retirement.

Ironmom

Body Fit

Mette Harrison

Greg Marshall

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301360
Trade Paper; 216 pages; 6 X 9

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301230
Trade Paper; 240 pages; 6 X 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301926
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 X 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301124
Trade Paper; 256 pages; 6 X 9

Questions Couples Ask Behind Closed
Doors James Osterhaus
$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629371
Trade Paper; 280 pages; 6 X 9
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Refined by Fire

I Have Cancer, Now What?

Mary Potter Kenyon
With foreword by Cecil Murphey,
Refined by Fire chronicles a personal
faith journey that offers hope and
encouragement to anyone grieving.

Carson and Cindy Boss
Everything you and your family need to
know on your journey with cancer.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629340
Trade Paper; 170 pages; 6 X 9

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781945547065
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 X 9

Fortify

The Family Guide to Aging Parents

Broken Brain, Fortified Faith

Fight the New Drug
With tens of thousands of individuals
addicted to pornography, Fortify: The Fighter’s
Guide to Overcoming Pornography Addiction
is the most complete and tested program to
help teens and young adults overcome the
addiction and create habits that will enable
them to be successful in life. Includes pages of
week-by-week Battle Plans.

Carolyn L. Rosenblatt, RN, Attorney, Mediator
Covering everything from legal issues to
what to do when your aging parent still wants
to drive, The Family Guide to Aging Parents
provides comprehensive, clear counsel to
adults of the boomer generation now caring
for their aging parents.

Virginia Pillars
Broken Brain, Fortified Faith shares one
mother’s struggle as she charges into the
world of mental illness, searching for answers
to her daughter’s schizophrenia. Along the
way, Virginia Pillars learns to rely on her
faith as she faces the challenges that often
accompany mental illness.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934127
Trade Paper; 290 pages; 6 X 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629579
Trade Paper; 342 pages; 6 X 9

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934745
Trade Paper; 290 pages; 6 X 9
559-876-2170
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NONFICTION

“This book gives us a
common cause and a
clear way to frame and
explain the causality of
today’s problems.”

Bonus:
Includes
10 olive oil
recipes

—CLAYTON
CHRISTENSEN

From New York
Times #1 Bestselling
Authors Richard and
Linda Eyre
R

The Seven Wonders of Olive Oil
Alice Alech and Cécile Le Galliard
Jeanne Calment, who lived to be 121, credited one thing for
her long life: olive oil.
Olive oil enthusiasts and experts Alice Alech and Cécile
Le Galliard join forces in this complete guidebook detailing
the amazing, almost miraculous, health benefits of olive oil.
From slowing the effects of Alzheimer’s to building healthy
bones, olive oil is unrivaled in its natural goodness. With
detailed research from doctors and nutritionists around
the globe, The 7 Wonders of Olive Oil reveals seven amazing
health benefits of olive oil, the role olive oil plays in the
Mediterranean diet, and tips for cooking with, buying, and
storing the green nectar.

ichard and Linda Eyre are New York Times #1 bestselling
authors whose writing career has spanned four decades and
whose books have sold in the millions. They have appeared on
virtually all major national talk shows including Oprah and Today,
and have seen their books translated into a dozen languages. They
write a syndicated weekly newspaper column and currently spend
most of their time traveling and speaking to audiences throughout
the world on families, parenting, and life-balance.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934738
Trade Paper; 176 pages; 6 X 9

The Turning
Richard and Linda Eyre
In one of their most important books to date,
Richard and Linda Eyre examine the connections
between the world’s mounting social problems and
the breakdown of families and look deeply at the
root causes of family disintegration. Foreword by
Clayton Christensen, New York Times bestselling
author of The Innovator’s Dilemma.
$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629265
Trade Paper; 366 pages; 6 X 9

Shelter

Coupon Crazy

How to Succeed with Your HOA

The Half-Diet Diet

Life in Full

The Thankful Heart

Wayne Bingham
After being trained and practicing
conventional glass, steel, and concrete
architecture for thirty years, an awardwinning architect discovers the concept of
sustainable living and embarks on a journey
that ends with his own strawbale home at the
foot of the Grand Tetons.

Mary Potter Kenyon
Coupon Crazy examines the phenomena
of coupon use and the sociocultural and
socioeconomic factors that construct it
from the viewpoint of Mary Potter Kenyon,
a 30-year veteran in the extreme sport of
couponing. Also includes couponing tips for
aspiring couponers.

Linda Perret
How to Succeed with Your Home Owners
Association is the handbook to help new
homeowners transition into peaceful
community living. This comprehensive guide
explains the ins and outs of an HOA, from
the structure and responsibilities to resolving
disputes.

Richard Eyre, foreword by Dr. Noall Wolff
The weight-loss solution? Eat half. Too easy?
No! But worthwhile. Richard provides the
program to accomplish your weight-loss goals
by taming your physical, mental, and spiritual
appetites. The most complete diet book to
date, The Half-Diet Diet is guaranteed to
improve your body, mind, and spirit.

Richard and Linda Eyre
Eighty million Baby Boomers are now in or
approaching their sixties. Creating a proactive
plan for the next twenty years is both possible
and practical, and Life in Full is the template!

Richard and Linda Eyre
In this beautifully illustrated book, we
find the opportunity to consciously and
deliberately feel gratitude more deeply and
give it more freely. Includes actionable ideas
for every month of the year plus striking color
photography and design throughout.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629258
Trade Paper; 198 pages; 5 X 8

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301889
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 6 X 9

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934486
Trade Paper; 198 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934134
Trade Paper; 226 pages; 6 X 9
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$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672937
Trade Paper; 322 pages; 6 X 9

$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629401
Hardcover with jacket; Full-color, fully illustrated interior;
116 pages; 9 X 9
559-876-2170
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BUSINESS / LEADERSHIP

FOR TEENS

For

Meet Rosalinda
Oropeza Randall

The Ravenous Gown
Steffani Raff
In a world obsessed with
outward appearances, The
Ravenous Gown inspires
women of all ages to
discover the power within.
This book of new fairy tales
turns the classic prettyprincess, damsel-in-distress
on its head and broadens
the view of who women are
and what they can become.

R

osalinda Oropeza
Randall is a modern-day
pundit on tact and civility.
Her tips have been featured
on television and in numerous publications, including
Forbes, Glamour, The Business
Journals, Business News Daily,
and more.

Fun
handbook
interior

Don’t Burp in the Boardroom

Red Zone, Blue Zone

Rosalinda Oropeza Randall
With her sometimes sassy and playful answers,
Rosalinda Randall shows how easy it is to build
a sparkling professional reputation by knowing
how to handle workplace dilemmas. Includes
quizzes, hilarious anecdotes, Q&A, illustrations,
and inside tabs for handy reference.

James Osterhaus, Joseph Jurkowski, and Todd
Hahn
Red Zone, Blue Zone provides key concepts
on how personal and organizational conflict
are foundational opportunities that, when
navigated skillfully, lead to personal growth
and organizational health. A key book for
business leaders.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629357
Trade Paper; 378 pages; 5 X 8; illustrations throughout

$15.95 ISBN-13:
9781939629593
Trade Paper; 196 pages; 5 X 8

TEENS

“s om ew he re
in sid e yo u
th er e is a se ed
pa ck et wi th yo ur
pictu re on it, a
pictu re of th e
fu lly re aliz ed
yo u.”
—Stressed Out! For Teens,

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629630
Trade Paper; 166 pages; 5.5 X 8.5

ISBN: 9781939629388

Intentional Conversations

Intentional Relationships

Leadership Vertigo

The Lost Art of Ladyhood

Stressed Out! For Teens

My Name is Cool

Ken Tucker
Using six steps and a “SECRET” formula,
international speaker and Fortune 500
strategist Ken Tucker provides a practical
and easy-to-use process for turning normal,
everyday workplace conversations into
career-enhancing and life-transforming
opportunities.

Ken Tucker
Every day, our actions are structured by our
relationships. How can we make important
relationships stronger? And how can we
avoid unhealthy relationships? From Fortune
500 consultant Ken Tucker, Intentional
Relationships answers these questions and
more in a surprising, life-changing, and
career-enhancing way.

S. Max Brown and Tanveer Naseer
When your brain sends you false signals
that everything in your organization is okay
when it is not, we call this phenomenon
Leadership Vertigo. Leadership Vertigo will
help you to understand how you can counter
these bouts of self-deception by employing
four Leadership Landmarks—Community,
Competence, Credibility, and Compassion—
to get your team back on course.

Jessie Funk
Happiness does not come from revealing all
your skin or going clubbing every weekend
where you get so drunk you don’t remember
who you kissed. Happiness comes from living
a life of character. The Lost Art of Ladyhood
is a road map for young women to navigate
their way to confidence and classy. Includes
QR codes to videos from Jessie.

Ben Bernstein, PhD
In this new book by Dr. Ben Bernstein,
author of Test Success, Dr. Bernstein (Dr.
B) uncovers the key principles for success,
whether in academics, sports, music, family
life, work, or life in general. Dr. Bernstein
teaches how teenagers can harness their
potential, manage their stress, and achieve
their highest objectives.

Antonio Sacre
Using his own personal history and telling
the stories that audiences across the nation
have found so captivating, award-winning
storyteller and author Antonio Sacre
weaves the Spanish language, Cuban and
Mexican customs, and Irish humor into an
unforgettable book of humor and inspiration
for teens across all cultural boundaries.

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629395
Trade Paper; 302 pages; 5 X 8

$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629388
Trade Paper; 270 pages; 6 X 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301568
Trade Paper; 170 pages; 5 X 8
559-876-2170
ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672906
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 X 9
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$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934479
Trade Paper; 172 pages; 6 X 9
559-876-2170

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781945547072
Trade Paper; 154 pages; 5.5 X 8.5
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Praise for A Land Twice Promised

“Truth is never black and white. Baum
guides us though the shades of grey with
love and wisdom.”—Rabbi Sid Schwarz,
Senior Fellow, Clal: The National Jewish
Center for Learning and Leadership
“In this touching and honest memoir,
Baum shares the story of how her search
for peace informed her life. Baum’s genuine
desire to make a difference may well inspire
others to do the same.” —Publishers Weekly

Meet Chef
Matthew Kenney

“An inspiration and a pathway to all who
yearn for peace.” —Gerda Weissmann
Klein, Holocaust survivor and author of All
But My Life

C

hef, author, and entrepreneur Matthew Kenney is
the world’s foremost expert
in raw cuisine. Kenney has
given two high-profile TEDx
talks and frequently lectures
as a keynote speaker at food
and philanthropy events
around the globe. He has
authored eleven cookbooks,
has been named Food &
Wine Best New Chef, and
was twice nominated as the
James Beard Foundation’s
Rising Star Chef.

40

Cooked Raw

Global Mom

A Land Twice Promised

Where There’s Smoke, There’s Dinner

Matthew Kenney
An expansive, entertaining memoir that tells
the story of how Matthew Kenney transitioned
from a mainstream celebrity chef in New York
to a pioneer of plant-based cuisine and his
mission to change the way the world eats and
thinks about food. Cooked Raw highlights a
journey of courage, persistence, risk, the reward
of following one’s passion, and the future of food
for the 21st century.

Melissa Dalton-Bradford
After more than twenty years living
internationally—sixteen addresses, eight
countries, and five different languages—writer
Melissa Bradford shares a fantastic journey
of motherhood that will inspire any family.
Follow this family of six on their passage—
extraordinary, hilarious, and heartbreakingly
poignant—from Bright Lights (of New York
City) to the Northern Lights (of Norway).

Noa Baum
A Land Twice Promised delves into the heart of one of the world’s most enduring and
complex conflicts. Baum’s deeply personal memoir recounts her journey from girlhood in
post-Holocaust Israel to her adult encounter with “the other.” With honesty, compassion,
and humor, she captures the drama of a nation at war and her discovery of humanity in the
enemy.
Born and raised in Jerusalem, Noa Baum is an award-winning storyteller. She performs
and teaches internationally with diverse audiences ranging from The World Bank, the US
Defense Department, and prestigious universities and congregations to inner city schools
and detention centers.

Regi Carpenter
Family: comfort food or a recipe for disaster?
Award-winning storyteller Regi Carpenter
brings her trademark humor to print with tales
of a family that pulsates with contradictions:
religious and raucous, tender but terrible.
These honest stories celebrate the glorious
and gut-wrenching lives of four generations of
Carpenters raised on the St. Lawrence River.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629364
Trade Paper; 242 pages; 6 X 9

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301346
Trade Paper; 322 pages; 6 X 9

$18.95

The Soul of My Soldier

Crystal Puzzle

Chemo-Therapist

Evolution of Cocoons

Abigail B. Calkin
Author and poet Abigail B.
Calkin shares her journey living
with a husband who struggles
with PTSD after serving three
tours of duty in two different
wars. This moving, raw, and
beautiful memoir recounts the
many experiences living with a
soldier and how PTSD and war
influenced their relationship.

Ashley Nance
A delightful and true story of
growing up with a sister with
Asperger’s, Crystal Puzzle
chronicles powerful family
experiences from the realization
that there was something
different about her sister
through the hopes and joys and
challenges of school to eventual
independence.

Mary Potter Kenyon
Chemo-Therapist: How Cancer
Cured a Marriage details the
journey that a diagnosis of cancer
brings to a marriage and a family
with young children. More than
that, it is a moving testimonial of
a marriage and love renewed by
a shared experience with a lifethreatening illness.

Janna Vought
Evolution of Cocoons is a
firsthand account of mothering
a child who suffers from
debilitating mental and
developmental illnesses. It is an
honest, brutal, introspective, and
searching look into a life changed
by a child’s imbalanced mind and
a mother’s search for strength.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672944
Trade Paper; 232 pages; 6 X 9

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301575
Trade Paper; 156 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629098
Trade Paper; 188 pages; 6 X 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301865
Trade Paper; 140 pages; 5.5 X 8.5
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ISBN-13: 9781942934493

Trade Paper; 340 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934400
Trade Paper; 182 pages; 6 X 9

Teaching Will

Mary & Me

52 Weeks of Cookies

Mel Ryane
After the waning of her successful acting
career, Mel Ryane found herself creatively
adrift and proposed creating an after-school
Shakespeare program at a local public school.
A comedy of errors, but inspiring throughout,
Teaching Will is a story for teachers,
volunteers, actors, and parents—as well as
anyone who’s ever had to let go of a dream.

Mary Potter Kenyon and Mary Jedlicka
Humston
Mary & Me explores a thirty-year friendship
between two women, tethered together by
thousands of handwritten letters. Coauthors
Mary Potter Kenyon and Mary Jedlicka
Humston share an unforgettable friendship
that will inspire you to pick up your pen and
begin writing “Dear . . . “

Maggie McCreath
With plenty of sugar cookies but no
sugarcoating, 52 Weeks of Cookies is a story of
family love during a member’s deployment,
with all the fear, grief, laughter, gratitude, and
joy that came with it. Includes a collection of
52 original cookie recipes, curated specifically
for military care packages.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629234
Trade Paper; 234 pages; 6 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934028
Trade Paper; 222 pages; 6 X 9

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934363
Trade Paper; 348 pages; 6 X 9
559-876-2170
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FA M I LY F U N / A C T I V I T Y

Full-color,
step-bystep photos
throughout

Contains a
hilarious
2-hour
instructional
DVD.

Fairy House
Mike and Debbie Schramer
Through more than 350 clear, detailed, full-color photographs and
understandable yet whimsical guidance, the reader will learn to
fashion intricate, tiny cups from acorn pods and grapevine tendrils,
dreamlike beds from delicate flowers and leaves, and an amazing
array of other beautiful and unique pieces that will inspire the
reader to find their true artistic ability and imagination. A photo
gallery of other stunning pieces provides the reader with more
possibilities to create.
$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629692
full-color photography throughout

Christmas Wonders
Robyn Buttars
“Have a wonder-filled Christmas,” people in
Luke’s new hometown greet one another as
Christmas approaches. With no memory of
a Christmas celebration, ten-year-old Luke
feels excluded from the town’s tradition until
he finds his deceased mother’s nativity set. His
discovery is the catalyst for a search that leads
to a soul-changing season for neighbors as Luke
finds his connection to heavenly love.
$18.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934059
Hardcover with jacket and gold embossing; 136 pages; 5 X 8

Going on Nine
Catherine Underhill
Fitzpatrick
A coming-of-age
summer adventure in a
1950s neighborhood.

Dressing the Naked Hand
Amy White, Mark H. Pulham, and Dallin Blankenship
With tons of color photographs and a DVD with over 2 hours of hilarious
instructional videos, this is the perfect how-to book for all levels of puppetry
skill, from beginners to master artisans. With instructions on making hand
puppets, turning stuffed animals into puppets, building mechanical puppets,
finding accessories, performing, inventing voices, building stages, and more, this
is the most comprehensive book of its kind. And with jokes and puppet humor
throughout, it’s not just a handbook—it’s a joy to read!
$21.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301131 Paperback with flaps; 184 pages; 8 X 10; full-color photography
throughout; includes 2-hour instructional DVD
DVD
videos are
helpful
and fun

$16.95
ISBN-13: 9781939629128
Trade Paper; 284 pages; 6 X 9

The Carolyne
Letters
Abigail B. Calkin
The fictional journal
of a girl who must
choose to abort, keep,
or give her child up for
adoption.
$14.95
ISBN-13: 9781938301155
Trade paper; 230 pages; 6 X 9
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Paperback with flaps; 192 pages; 8 X 10;

Full-color,
step-bystep photos
throughout

Patterns
included

Unplug and Play
Brad Berger
Unplug and Play! 50 Original Group
Games That Don’t Need Charging brings
people together for hours of hilarious,
interactive, technology-free fun that
requires virtually nothing more than pens
and paper. This compact, travel-friendly
book guarantees hours of engaging
entertainment with fifty original,
rigorously tested games that challenge
each player’s ability to strategize, bluff,
read minds, memorize, think quickly, and
solve puzzles. No texting, tweeting, or
surfing allowed!
$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934509
Paper-over-board hardcover with varnished debossing;
2-color interior; 180 pages; 5 X 8

Road Tripping
Rick Walton and Loralee Leavitt
The truth is that any family can take a long
road trip. All it takes is preparation and a
determination to keep your family’s spirits up,
no matter the situation. Author Loralee Leavitt
takes you step-by-step through what you need
to know to survive any situation as a family on
the road.
$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629043
pages; 5.5 X 8.5
559-876-2170

Trade Paper; 146
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COOKING

Color Me Your Way

S

tarted back in 2011 by author-artist Pamela Smart, Color
Me Your Way is the original adult coloring book series. Its
oversized format, spiral binding, acid-free art paper, hidden
images throughout, and million of copies sold make Color Me
books still among the best in their class.

ONE
MILLION
COPIES
SOLD

Quinoa Crazy

Chia Crazy

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar
Quinoa Crazy explains the amazing health benefits of quinoa
and provides delicious, simple, gluten-free, good-for-you recipes.
Beautiful photography and family-friendly tips throughout.

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar
Chia Crazy provides full-color photos and recipes that are free from
preservatives and processed ingredients, giving the reader the purest,
healthiest food possible. Go crazy with Chia Crazy!

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629685
Paperback with flaps; 144 pages; 7.5 X 9.75; full-color photography throughout

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672920
Paperback with flaps; 136 pages; 7.5 X 9.75; full-color photography throughout

Grain Crazy

The Stevia Solution Cookbook
Caleb Warnock
With over sixty full-color recipes and information on how to
grow, buy, and use stevia in everyday cooking, The Stevia Solution
Cookbook is the comprehensive guide to this dynamic sweetener.

Color Me Your Way 5

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar
Focusing on healthy eating and how whole-grain cooking is still a
smart choice, Grain Crazy packages everything you need to know
about grains, full recipes for every meal, and full-color photography
into one fantastic cookbook.

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822668
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301803
Paperback with flaps; 144 pages; 7.5 X 9.75; full-color photography throughout

Color Me Your Way

Color Me 2

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781450781763
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781467533942
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

Color Me 3

Color Me 4

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9781467572125
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

$19.99 ISBN-13: 9780990386018
Spiral bound; 26 pages; Shrink-wrapped; Acid-free art paper

24-Copy Floor Display
$479.76
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ISBN-13: 9781942934646

559-876-2170

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934066
Paperback with flaps; 160 pages; 7.5 X 9.75; full-color photography throughout
559-876-2170
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Author has
sold over

500,000
copies

Kids Cooking

with Barbara Beery

B

Stunning
photography

Coconut Kitchen

The Mix-and-Match Lunchbox

Meredith Baird
Author Meredith Baird touches upon
the endless array of health benefits
that the coconut offers that have long
been eliminated from the western diet.
Through 60 recipes complemented
with stunning full-color photography
throughout, Coconut Kitchen provides
recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
dessert, plus amazing coconut beauty
products.

Britney Rule and Cherie Schetselaar
Turn your child’s school lunch into
something both healthy and creative.
The spiral binding and split pages allow
for thousands of possible combinations!
Just pick one recipe from each category
(protein, grains, and fruits/vegetables),
and you can be sure that every lunch
contains a healthy balance of taste and
nutrients.

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629722
Paperback with flaps; 160 pages; 7.5 X 9.75; full-color photography throughout

Peachy

BW

Mix the split pages for
over 27,000 possible
lunch combos!

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934660
Paper over board, covered spiral binding; 80 split pages (200 total); 7 X 11.5; full-color
photography for every recipe

The Pear Aficionado

BW

Lori Nawyn
With 100 recipes from across the country,
Peachy shines new light on an old favorite.

Lori Nawyn
The unassuming pear steals home plate with
its flavor and versatility.

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629913
Trade Paper; 158 pages; 6 X 9

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629180
Trade Paper; 140 pages; 6 X 9
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The Great American Family
Reunion Cookbook

BW

Lori Nawyn
With more than 150 recipes from all 50 states,
this is a coast-to-coast adventure for the most
important element of any reunion—the food.
$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301995
Trade Paper; 298 pages; 7.5 X 9.25

arbara Beery, the bestselling author of The Pink
Princess Cookbook, has been a spokesperson for
such national companies as Sun Maid Raisin, Uncle
Ben’s, Borden’s, Kellogg’s Rice Krispies, and Step 2.
Barbara has also been a contributing writer to Family
Fun, the country’s leading family magazine. She has
appeared twice on the Today Show and the CBN
with Pat Robertson. She has worked closely with
Get Moving, Cookies for Kids Cancer, Rachael Ray’s
Yum-o Organization, and No Kids Hungry. She is the
author of twelve books, which have sold more than
500,000 copies. She resides in Austin, Texas.

Out-ofthis-world
photographs
for every
recipe!

My First French Bakery

Real French-inspired
recipes made
possible for kids

Mon Petit Macarons, Crème Brulee,
Perfect Petit Fours, J’adore Crepes . . .
mais oui! Barbara Beery, the author
of the bestselling The Pink Princess
Cookbook, takes her culinary craft to
Paris and invites every young chef
to explore their first French bakery!
Beautiful photographs accompany every
recipe in this handy, covered spiralbound cookbook for kids.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934110
Paper-over-board, covered spiral binding; 64 pages; 7.25 x 8.5; full-color photography

Perfect for
Frozenthemed
parties and
displays

The Space Hero Cookbook

The Snow Princess Cookbook

Breadstick Blasters! Smugglers’ Cupcakes! Intergalactic Birthday
Cake! What better way to explore a galaxy far, far away than by
cooking up some alien-inspired grub and cosmic crafts? With 30
space-themed recipes, bestselling author Barbara Beery provides fullcolor, easy-to-make recipes for your budding space cadet.

The perfect cookbook for your little princesses who like all things
frozen and fun! Focused on Frozen Treats, Party Eats and Treats,
Sipping Treats, and Party Crafts, The Snow Princess Cookbook
is a chef ’s dream for making fun snacks for the little ones or for
showcasing the perfect confection for that Frozen-themed party.

$17.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934004
Paper over board, covered spiral binding; 80 pages; 7.25 x 8.5; full-color photography

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629753
Paper over board, covered spiral binding; 80 pages; 7.25 x 8.5; full-color photography
559-876-2170
ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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NEW!

Backyard Renaissance
Display Bin
Ships empty with order of 32 or more
Backyard Renaissance books.
ISBN-13: 9781944822057

Water Kefir

No-Till Gardening

Make Your Own Cheese

Shallow-Pit Garden Composting

Make Your Own Hard Lotion

Herbal Beauty

Make Your Own Water-Based Probiotic
Drinks for Health and Vitality
Caleb Warnock

The Organic Method for Richer Soil,
Healthier Crops, and Fewer Weeds
Caleb Warnock and Logan Lyons

12 Recipes for Cheddar, Parmesan,
Mozzarella, Self-Reliant Cheese, and More!
Caleb Warnock

The Easy, No-Smell, No-Turning Way to
Create Organic Compost For Your Garden
Caleb Warnock

A Healing Alternative to Traditional Lotions
Caleb Warnock and Amberlee Rynn

All-Natural Skin, Body, and Hair Care
Caleb Warnock and Kirsten Skirvin

$5.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822682
Trade Paper; 34 pages; 5 X 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934080
Trade Paper; 86 pages; 5 X 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934783
Trade Paper; 76 pages; 5 X 7

$6.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934837
Trade Paper; 48 pages; 5 X 7

$5.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629739
Trade Paper; 58 pages; 5 X 7

$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934523
Trade Paper; 78 pages; 5 X 7

Successful Gardening in Utah

All-Natural Aquaponic Lawns,
Gardens & Vertical Gardens

15-Minute Mindful Meals

Make Your Own Thermal Oven

Tiny Garden, Huge Harvest

250+ Recipes and Ideas for Quick,
Pleasurable & Healthy Home Cooking
Caleb Warnock and Lori Henderson

The Self-Reliant Method for Faster, Fluffier
Bread
Caleb Warnock

How to Harvest Huge Crops From Mini Plots
and Container Gardens
Caleb Warnock

Viili Perpetual, No-Cook,
Homemade Yogurt

$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934691
Trade Paper; 100 pages; 5 X 7

$5.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672951
Trade Paper; 40 pages; 5 X 7

$6.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934844
Trade Paper; 48 pages; 5 X 7

How to Design a Permanent Solution for
your Garden that is Low Water and 95
Percent Weed Free!
Caleb Warnock
$7.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822552
Trade Paper; 56 pages; 5 X 7
48

Don’t miss Fruit Pectin
(page 26) and Food Forest
(page 27), available Fall
2017.
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Inexpensive Back-to-Basics Gardening with
Fish Using Non-Electric, Solar, or MinimalElectricity Designs
Caleb Warnock and Logan Lyons

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934097
559-876-2170 Trade Paper; 128 pages; 5 X 7

How to Make the World’s Easiest, Healthiest,
100-Percent Natural Yogurt
Caleb Warnock
$7.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934516
Trade Paper; 70 pages; 5 X 7
559-876-2170

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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Puzzle
Masterpieces

TM

Each booklike box
contains a
500-piece
puzzle and
book

I L L U S T R AT I O N S B Y R E B E C C A S O R G E

B

eloved classics receive new life in this exciting
new series of Puzzle MasterpiecesTM. Packaged
in each beautiful, book-shaped keepsake box is a
gorgeously detailed 500-piece puzzle (tucked in a handy
box of its own) and a copy of the favorite classic book.
Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, Beauty and the Beast,
and The Wonderful Wizard of Oz have never been so

D AY 1 0 1

C o n n e c t i o n

G R AT I T U D E

“Oh blessed perseverance of the donkey that turns the
water-wheel! Always the same pace. Always the same circles. One day after another: every day the same. Without
that, there would be no ripeness in the fruit, nor blossom
in the orchard, nor scent of flowers in the garden.”
—Josemaria Escriva, The Way

beautiful—or so fun. Ages 12+

D AY 1 0 2

One word or a pleasing smile
is often enough to raise up a
saddened and wounded soul.
—Therese of Lisieux

Daily Motherhood

Daily Mindfulness

Familius
Every mom needs a pick-me-up now and then—so why not every
day? With 365 gorgeously designed quotes about motherhood—
one for each day of the year—Daily Motherhood is the perfect
inspirational gift for every mother.

Familius
365 daily quotes, stunning full-color photography, and a handy
ribbon to mark your place, Daily Mindfulness invites you to calm
your mind, live now, and experience a richer, fuller life.

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781942934387
Hardcover with jacket and ribbon; 368 pages; 6.25 X 6.25; full-color throughout
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$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822545
Hardcover with jacket and ribbon; 368 pages; 6.25 X 6.25; full-color throughout

I Don’t Care If It’s A Boy Or A Girl So Long As It’s
Deductible

Being Pregnant is Like Having Company for Nine
Months

Gene Perret and Linda Perret
Award-winning comedy writers Gene Perret and Linda Perret make
the journey of becoming a father more fun with 175 original jokes
that every dad will appreciate—at least a few years later.

Gene Perret and Linda Perret
Award-winning comedy writers Gene Perret and Linda Perret make
the journey of becoming a new mom more fun with 175 original
laughs for mom (because trust us, she’ll need them).

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822880
Paperback with flaps; 3-color interior with cartoon illustrations; 184 pages; 6 X 6

$12.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822873
Paperback with flaps; 3-color interior with cartoon illustrations; 184 pages; 6 X 6

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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•

•

Gorgeous book-shaped keepsake box
with magnetic closure includes 280-page
paperbacks with 500-piece puzzle
Box resembles a classically designed,
leather-bound book featuring new, original
artwork

Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
(Book and Puzzle Box Set)
ISBN-13: 9781944822538

Price: $19.99 (USD)

7 X 8.5 X 2.5; Book-shaped box with book and 500-piece puzzle

Beauty and the Beast
(Book and Puzzle Box Set)

The Wonderful Wizard of Oz
(Book and Puzzle Box Set)

ISBN-13: 9781944822521

ISBN-13: 9781944822514

Price: $19.99 (USD)

7 X 8.5 X 2.5; Book-shaped box with book and 500-piece puzzle

Price: $19.99 (USD)

7 X 8.5 X 2.5; Book-shaped box with book and 500-piece puzzle
559-876-2170
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Discover Your
Awesome with
Kathryn Thompson

K

If It Sits, I Licks

If It Fits, I Sits

Erika Riggs
With quotes from dog-lovers, owners, rescuers, and influencers, If
It Sits, I Licks is a beautiful, new kind of quote book about how dogs
are the furry friends that complete our lives.

Brooke Jorden
The world’s greatest minds pay tribute to the world’s most peculiar
pets. With hilarious photos and beautifully designed quotes from
cat-lovers and cat-toleraters alike, If It Fits, I Sits celebrates what
these feline friends—and fiends—bring to our lives.

$15.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822866
Hardcover with jacket; 152 pages; 7.25 X 7.25; full-color throughout

$15.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672968
Hardcover with jacket; 152 pages; 7.25 X 7.25; full-color throughout

athryn’s blog post “Drops
of Awesome” went viral in
2012 and helped thousands of
people discover that they were
already better than they ever
knew—awesome, in fact! Since
then, her collection of guided
journals have helped thousands
more. Kathryn Thompson is
a freelance writer and stay-athome mom who lives outside
Seattle with her computergenius husband and three
frequently delightful kids. Her
blog, DaringYoungMom.com,
has been featured everywhere
from The Today Show to the
Seattle Times.

Drops of Awesome

523 Ways to Be Awesome

Drops of Awesome is a guided discovery journal
based on Kathryn Thompson’s viral blog post
Drops of Awesome that teaches women to
recognize the good in themselves, celebrate their
tiny triumphs, and build a life of uplift while
silencing their inner critics.

Have you ever wanted to write a symphony,
explore the galaxy, or save a life? With 523 Ways
to Be Awesome, a gift book based on Kathryn
Thompson’s viral blog post “Drops of Awesome,”
you will learn how you are already doing those
and other amazing things . . . a bit . . . and how
you can do them a bit more.

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629272
Paperback with rounded corners; 212 pages; 5.5 X 8.5;
1-color interior

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934394
Paperback with rounded corners; 224 pages; 5.5 X 8.5;
2-color interior

Bucket of Awesome

52

The Thankful Heart

Tennis and Life

Richard and Linda Eyre
A beautifully illustrated book to help us feel gratitude more deeply
and give it more freely. Includes actionable ideas for every month of
the year plus striking color photography and design throughout.

Richard Eyre
New York Times #1 bestselling author and tennis champion Richard
Eyre shares thirty principles that will help you enjoy the game of
tennis and the game of life more—and play both games better.

$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629401
Hardcover with jacket; Full-color, fully illustrated interior; 116 pages; 9 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934448
Hardcover with foil-embossed jacket; Full-color photography and design throughout; 144
pages; 7.25 X 7.25

ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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Bucket of Awesome is a processing and writing
guidebook to help put your life into joyful and
hopeful focus. Working through its pages, you
will learn and remember all the things that have
made your life so remarkable and you will come
to tell your own autobiography from a place of
joy and optimism.

Discover Your Inner Awesome Book Display
Ships with five copies of each title. ISBN-13: 9781944822064

Price: $159.50 (USD)

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822606
Paperback with rounded corners; 212 pages; 5.5 X 8.5;
2-color interior
559-876-2170
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A Beauty Collected
Rachel Garahan
Beautifully designed and arranged in ABC order for children and adults of all ages,
A Beauty Collected features a collection of both backyard and exotic items found in
nature with stunning close-up photographs that invite inspection and wonder. The
world is a beautiful place, and now you have the eyes to see—and collect—every
letter of it.
$24.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934707 Textured hardcover with gold foil embellishments and botanical
endsheets; 192 pages; 7.75 X 9.75; full-color photography

The Gene Perret
Humor Series

G

Beautiful details
like a faux leather
spine, gold
foil stamping,
and botanical
endsheets

Be: Inspired
Trish Madson, Illustrations by Natalie Hoopes
This delightful inspirational quote book contains a collection of 200 quotes from
famous minds to the lesser-known anonymous thinkers that will lift your spirits
and make every day a little brighter. Beautifully illustrated with two-color drawings
by Natalie Hoopes. Includes three quote cards and a sheet of twelve stickers.
$14.99 ISBN-13: 9781942672913 Paper over board book with gold foil; Includes 12 stickers and 3
quote cards in vellum envelope; 208 pages; 6.25 X 6.25; 2-color interior

ene Perret has been a professional comedy writer since the
early 1960s, writing stand-up material for Slappy White and Phyllis
Diller, among others. He wrote for
Laugh-In and collected three Emmys
as a staff writer on The Carol Burnett
Show. Gene was on Bob Hope’s writing staff for twenty-eight years, the
last twelve as Hope’s head writer.
In this new series, Gene turns his
considerable talent to creating books
of wisdom—or perhaps wisecracks—
for moms, teachers, golfers, and
everyone else who needs a good
laugh and a healthy jab in the ribs.

Mother Always Knows Best (At
Least According to Her)

Old Age Is the Absence of Youth
(and a Lot of Other Things)

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934424
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 X 8

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934417
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 X 8

Golf Is Punishment for Not Taking
Up Another Sport

Teachers’ Lessons Last a Lifetime
(Or at Least Until the Next Exam)

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934769
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 X 8

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934820
Paper-over-board, die-cut cover with foil and debossing;
2-color interior; 184 pages; 5 X 8

Mix-and-Match Joke Book Display
Holds eight copies. Ships empty with order.
ISBN-13: 9781944822040

Packed with
extras like
quote cards
and stickers!

The Quotable Series Each book features a collection of quotes from the world’s greatest minds and writers.

Wisdom for Dad

The Quotable Parent
Joel Weiss and John Weiss

BW

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301285
Trade Paper; 200 pages; 5 X 8
54
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The Quotable Mom
Familius

BW

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629081
Trade Paper; 132 pages; 5 X 8
559-876-2170

The Quotable Dad
Familius

BW

$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301469
Trade Paper; 130 pages; 5 X 8

The Quotable Scouter
Edith Songer
$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301629
Trade Paper; 108 pages; 5 X 8

BW

BW

Hugh Weber
By accessing the social web and the power of the dad crowd,
Wisdom for Dad cuts through the clutter to deliver brief, witty
nuggets of wisdom from Hugh and guest dads around the
country—in 140 characters or less. Accompanied by tonguein-cheek, anachronistic vintage illustrations.
$14.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629951
Trade Paper; 250 pages; 5 X 8
559-876-2170
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Color Blocked
Ashley Sorenson, with illustrations by David Miles
The color is blocked! Readers must rub, turn, and tap the
pages to straighten out pipes, unplug corks, and keep the
color flowing. But watch out—the color might run faster than
you can keep up! Along the way, readers will learn primary
colors, how mixing colors can make secondary colors, and
why you should never, ever, put too much trust in a narrator.

Gorgeous
illustrations

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822828 Die-cut paper-over-board cover with
spot varnished embellishments; 40 pages; 9.25 X 9.25

Book
David Miles, with illustrations by Natalie Hoopes
With soft, warm storytelling and stunning,
whimsical illustrations, Book embarks the
reader on an imaginative journey through the
literary lands of fact and fiction, a world where
passwords, viruses, and broken screens can’t stop
a young boy’s earnest quest for truth. Join in
this celebration of literature, scrape the skies of
opportunity, traverse the forests of what-couldbe, free the powers of knowledge, and discover
once again why the humble book is anything but
ordinary.

Stunning die-cut cover
with debossed line
illustrations

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629654
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 11 X 9

Now in 6 languages!

Like a Shooting Star

Love, Hugs, and Hope: When Scary
Things Happen
Christy Monson, with illustrations by Lori
Nawyn
Written after the tragic shooting in Newtown,
Connecticut, Love, Hugs, and Hope is an
invaluable tool for helping children identify
feelings that overwhelm them with anxiety
and despair. Author Christy Monson guides
readers through emotions and then lends
constructive and practical ideas for how to
manage such feelings and seek comfort.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301605
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 X 10
56
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Rino Alaimo
Award-winning filmmaker and author of The Boy Who Loved
the Moon Rino Alaimo returns with an endearing tale about
courage and love. When a young boy’s father doesn’t return
from the war, the lonely boy wishes upon a shooting star—
one that turns out to be a little firefly who, try as she might,
just can’t fly. Touched by the boy’s earnest wish, the firefly
undertakes a courageous journey to bring the boy’s father
home. Hope, love, and the courage of an unlikely hero fill the
pages of this stunningly illustrated picture book.

Angel Birthdays
Erin Garay, with illustrations by Kristin Abbott
When Gracie and Jake’s grandma passes away,
these children come up with a brilliant plan to
help them grieve and celebrate their grandma’s
life—to host an Angel Birthday Party to
celebrate their grandma’s angel birthday. Angel
Birthdays is a heartfelt book that encourages
children and adults alike to reframe this
universal experience. This story is positive, is
reassuring, and provides families with tangible
activities they can incorporate into their own
healing process.
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301940
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 X 10

$16.99 ISBN-13: 9781944822804
Jacketed hardcover with spot glitter; 32 pages; 9.25 X 9.25

Spot-glitter title and
stardust border

559-876-2170
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The Everything Princess Book
Barbara Beery, Brooke Jorden, Michele Robbins, David Miles,
with illustrations by Rebecca Sorge
Bursting with 160 full-color pages of crafts, stories, recipes,
virtues, activities, games, parties, dances, costumes, and
hundreds of charming tips on how to befit your royalty, The
Everything Princess Book is a gorgeous, lavishly designed,
must-have compendium for all things princess. And with
empowering values like intelligence, problem solving, and
real beauty, this is a new kind of princess book for a new
generation of princesses.
$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934653
Paper over board, covered spiral binding, elaborate gold foil and embossing;
160 pages; 7.75 X 10; full-color photography

W

hat secrets will you discover in the coral reef of
the ocean or the maze of pipes under the city?
Experience a new and exciting way to learn about
creatures that live in the ocean, animals that roam the safari,
and secrets that hide underground with this brand-new,
interactive Slide-N-SeekTM book series. You’ll see colorful
illustrations transform before your very eyes with the turn of a
wheel and discover hidden images throughout each page. Kids
will love this fun and educational format while learning about
beautiful creatures and places along
the way. Ages 5–8

•

•

The Ultimate Guide to Being a Superhero

6 interactive spinning wheels in
each book reveal fun surprises and
details on every spread and cover
Colorful diorama-like illustrations
depict coral reefs, greenhouses,
savannas, subways, and more!

•

Hidden images on every page

•

Hardcover book with acetate
window and foil stamping on cover

Barbara Beery, Brooke Jorden, David Miles, with illustrations
by Jeff Harvey
Packed with wit and superhero wisdom, The Ultimate Guide
to Being a Superhero: A Kid’s Manual for Saving the World,
Looking Good in Spandex, and Getting Home in Time for
Dinner is the ultimate superhero book for anyone wanting to
master the moves, looks, foods, catchphrases, gadgets, and
knowledge of the world’s greatest crime fighters. Alter ego not
included.

Slide-N-SeekTM
Ocean
ISBN-13: 9781944822460
Price: $15.99 (USD)
10 X 10; Hardcover book
with acetate window and foil
stamping on cover and with
6 interactive sliding wheels
Spin the wheel to
reveal a new scene!

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934455
Paper over board, covered spiral binding, elaborate gold foil and embossing;
160 pages; 7.75 X 10; full-color photography

Slide-N-SeekTM Safari

Slide-N-SeekTM Earth

ISBN-13: 9781944822422

ISBN-13: 9781944822453

Price: $15.99 (USD)

10 X 10; Hardcover book with acetate window and foil stamping on cover
and with 6 interactive sliding wheels
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Price: $15.99 (USD)

10 X 10; Hardcover book with acetate window and foil stamping on cover
and with 6 interactive sliding wheels
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New York
Times
bestselling
author
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Full of Empty

The Great and the Grand

Tim J. Myers, Priscilla Myers, with illustrations by Rebecca Sorge
Every child gets bored or lonely—and this warm-hearted story
teaches parents and children that a parent’s time and full attention
are the best remedy. Full of Empty reminds parents that playing with
their children is an important form of love. From award-winning
and New York Times bestselling author Tim J. Myers, this beautifully
illustrated book will bring home the power of quality time.

Benjamin Fox, illustrations by Elizabeth Robbins
The New knows softness. / The Old knows life can be hard.
The New holds on. / The Old is learning to let go.
Author Benjamin Fox uses simple words to explore the vastly deep
themes of life and love as a new baby and an old grandfather prepare
to meet each other for the first time. Illustrated by award-winning
and nationally recognized still-life artist Elizabeth Robbins.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934356
Hardcover with jacket; Embossing and gold-foil embellishments on jacket;
32 pages; 8 X 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672975
Hardcover with jacket and gold foil embossing; 32 pages; 8 X 10

C

The Very Cold, Freezing, No-Number Day

The Boy Who Loved the Moon

Ashley Sorenson, illustrations by David Miles
Oh no! It is a very, VERY cold day, and all the numbers have frozen!
Children must trace, blow on, and count the numbers to unfreeze
them, and in the process, they will learn colors, seasons, patterns,
and numbers. An interactive, educational experience, The Very Cold,
Freezing, No-Number Day is sure to be a classroom favorite.

Rino Alaimo
This beautiful adaptation of the beloved The Boy and The Moon—
winner of multiple international independent film awards—tells the
story of a boy who swims the deepest seas and slays the mightiest
dragons to win the Moon’s love. Alaimo’s stunning gold-and-black
illustrations nearly glow with heart and warmth.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934349
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 9 X 8

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629760
Hardcover with jacket; Embossing and gold-foil embellishments on jacket;
32 pages; 10 X 10
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Stunning Folk
Children’s Books
with Silhouette
Artist Clay Rice
lay Rice is described by author Pat Conroy as a “great
talent who combines soul and
passion”. Silhouette artistry
and storytelling have been in
his family for more than 80
years. His grandfather, Carew
Rice, was described by Poet
Carl Sandburg as “America’s
Greatest Silhouettist” and
traveled worldwide, sharing
his mesmerizing cutouts with
delighted customers. Clay is
the recipient of the Moonbeam
Children’s Book Award and
the IPPY Award for Children’s
Book of the Year. Clay’s landscape scenes and children’s
illustrations are sought after by
collectors worldwide, and his
work is on permanent display
at the South Carolina State
Museum.

Ants ‘N’ Uncles

The Stick

What happens when Uncle steps on an ant
hill? The ants in his pants make him dance,
of course, and his dancing skills become
famous around the world.

When a young boy finds a stick on the
ground, his life begins to change as he fulfills
lifelong dreams and discovers the truth about
giving.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934684
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 X 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629289
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 X 10

Mama, Let’s Make a Moon

The Lonely Shadow

A beautifully poetic tale about a humble
mountain family who decides to make a
moon.

A hero’s tale about a boy’s shadow who has
lost his boy and goes in search for him.

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301063
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 8 X 10

$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781938301087
Hardcover with jacket; 64 pages; 8 X 10

559-876-2170
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Lift & Look Bible
Foam Board Books
David Miles
Colorful and whimsical, these foam board
books capture favorite Bible stories in a
delightful lift-and-look format. A perfect quiet
book or interactive experience for your child.
Four lift-and-look pieces in each book.

Foam pieces
pop out!

S

tarted by bestselling author Rick
Walton, the 10 Little Monsters
series is a delicious romp across US
cities and states. Kids will be delighted at the discoveries (and demises)
of these 10 intrepid—and a bit too
curious—explorers!

Noah’s Ark

The Creation

$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629562
Foam book with removable “Look and Find” pieces; 10 pages; 6 X 7.75

$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629555
Foam book with removable “Look and Find” pieces; 10 pages; 6 X 7.75

10 Little Monsters Visit California
Jess Smart Smiley
$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934721
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 X 10

Shakespeare for Kids
Shakespeare for Kids collects five important
plays in a beautifully crafted slipcase for
the beginning bard. Includes A Midsummer
Night’s Dream, Macbeth, Much Ado About
Nothing, All’s Well That Ends Well, and The
Tempest.
$19.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629777 Slip-cased set of 5
books; Trade Paper; 64 pages each; 5 X 8
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Marvin’s Monster Diary: ADHD
Attacks! (But I Rock It, Big Time)

10 Little Monsters Visit Oregon

10 Little Monsters Visit Washington

Rick Walton, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley

Rick Walton, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629296
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 X 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672982
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 X 10

10 Little Monsters Visit San
Francisco

10 Little Monsters Visit NYC

Rick Walton, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley

Jess Smart Smiley, illustrations by Nate
Hardyman

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942672999
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 X 10

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934677
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages each; 10 X 10

Rude Dude’s Book of Food

Raun Melmed, Annette Sexton, illustrations by
Jeff Harvey
In the spirit of Diary of a Wimpy Kid comes
one book on ADHD kids will actually want to
read! Teaches kids two techniques for coping.

Tim J. Myers, illustrations by Jess Smart Smiley
Rude Dude’s Book of Food motivates kids
through humor and stories about the food
they love—all while teaching them about
history and healthy food habits—and all in
alignment with the Common Core!

$9.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934103
Trade Paper; 106 pages; 5 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781939629210
Trade Paper; 136 pages; 5 X 8

T

welve charming elves travel up
and down each state to see who
is still awake before Santa comes.
Along the way, they visit state landmarks and curiosities, all bedecked
in holly and holiday fun. Their last
stop? Your home, of course. Jump
in bed!

12 Little Elves Visit Texas

12 Little Elves Visit Washington

Jess Smart Smiley, illustrations by Sadie Han

Jess Smart Smiley, illustrations by Sadie Han

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934035
Hardcover with jacket and spot glitter; 32 pages; 9 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934714
Hardcover with jacket and
spot glitter; 32 pages; 9 X 9
559-876-2170
ORDERS@FAMILIUS.COM
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T

he day after Easter, the Easter
Bunny must clean up all the
colored eggs the kids didn’t find.
Can you spot them all?

64

A Very Bunny Arizona Jeff Harvey

A Very Bunny Illinois Jeff Harvey

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934912
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 9 X 9

$16.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934929
Hardcover with jacket; 32 pages; 9 X 9

A Is for Arizona

Let’s Count Arizona

W Is for Washington

Let’s Count Washington

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822781
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822736
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822026
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934806
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

T Is for Texas

Let’s Count Texas

C Is for Canada

Let’s Count Canada

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822750
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934790
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822897
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822910
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

C Is for California

Let’s Count California

O Is for Oregon

Let’s Count Oregon

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822705
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934592
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781944822729
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8

$12.95 ISBN-13: 9781942934585
Board book; 20 pages; 8 X 8
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ordering information
C O N TA C T FA M I L I U S
P H O N E : 559-876-2170
F A X : 559-876-2180
E M A I L : orders@familius.com
MAIL:
Familius
1254 Commerce Way
Sanger, CA 93657
INDIVIDUAL CUSTOMERS
Order online, by email, or by phone:
www.familius.com, specialorders@
familius.com,
559-876-2170.
Any individual customer order shipped to
California will include sales tax.
T R A D E R E TA I L A N D
WHOLESALE POLICY
Familius books are available on the
following terms to booksellers and authorized wholesalers:
R E TA I L D I S C O U N T S C H E D U L E :
1-9 books assorted: 40%, returnable
10-plus books assorted: 45%, free freight,
returnable
10-plus books assorted: 50%, free freight,
non-returnable
R D C ( R E TA I L D I S T R I B U T I O N C E N T E R S ) :
49%, free freight
WHOLESALER DISCOUNT SCHEDULE
50%, free freight, returnable
55%, free freight, non-returnable
L I B R A RY:
25% on any order plus freight
TEXTBOOK ADOPTIONS:
20% discount on any quantity plus freight
T E R M S : Net 30 days
S A L E S R E P R E S E N TAT I V E S
W E S T E R N S TAT E S
(AK, AZ, CA, CO, HI, ID, MT, NM, NV,
OR, UT, WA, WY)
Book Travelers West
3614 A. California Ave. SW #228,
Seattle, WA 98116
206-932-7865; fax 800-440-0818
John Majeska, Kurtis Lowe, Phoebe
Gaston, Kevin Peters
M I D - AT L A N T I C , N E W E N G L A N D
(CT, DC, DE, MA, MD, ME, NH, NJ, NY,
PA, RI, VT)
Parson Weems
48 Wayayanda Rd., Warwick, NY
10990
845-987-7233; fax 866-761-7112
Linda Cannon, Eileen Bertelli, Christopher
Kerr, Causten Stehle, Jason Kincade

MIDWEST AND TOLA
(ND, SD, MN, WI, MI, NE, IA, IL, IN,
OH, KS, MO, KY, OK, AR, TX, LA)
Fujii Associates
75 Sunny Hill Dr., Troy, MO 63379
708-978-7826; fax 708-949-8846
Eric Heidemann, Andy Holcomb, Tom
Bowen, Mark Fleeman, Barbara Aronson,
Beth Chang, Don Sturtz, Adrienne
Franceschi
SOUTHEAST
(AL, MS, TN, FL, GA, NC, SC, VA, WV)
Southern Territory Associates
4508 64th Street, Lubbock, TX 79414
806-799-9997; fax 806-799-9777
Geoff Rizzo, Angie Smits, Rayner Krause,
Teresa Rolfe Kravtin, Tom Caldwell, Jon
Fairchild
GIFT SALES
WEST
(OR, WA, ID, AK, WY, MT)
The Barron Collection Ltd.
200 SW Michigan Street, Seattle, WA
98106
206-763-2779
NEW ENGLAND
(CT, RI, MA, VT, NH, ME, Upstate NY)
Road Runners LLC
888-674-6349
MIDWEST
(OH, MI, IN, KY, IL, IA, NE, KS)
Kelley & Crew Inc.
688 N. Milwaukee Ave, Suite 207,
Chicago, IL 60642
773-774-3495
(ND, SD, MN, WI)
Access Marketing:
Minneapolis Gift Mart #258, 10301
Bren Road West, Minnetonka, MN
55343
952-888-1591
TX, OK, LA, AR
Daniel Richards, Inc.
2100 North Stemmons Fwy, Suite 1400,
Dallas, TX 75207
404-589-8200
SUBSIDIARY RIGHTS
Letter Soup Rights Agency
Allison Olson
651-808-1970
allisonroo@comcast.net
SPECIAL SALES
For special sales or premium sales, please
email specialsales@familius.com or call
Christopher Robbins at 559-876-2170.
MEDIA REVIEW COPIES
Please email your media review request
to Erika Riggs at erika@familius.com.

FOREIGN SALES
CANADA
Raincoast Books
9050 Shaughnessy Street, Vancouver,
BC, V6P 6E5, Canada
800-663-5714; fax 800-565-3700
www.raincoast.com
AUSTRALIA, NEW ZEALAND, UK, AND
SOUTH AFRICA
Exisle Publishing
230 Narone Creek Road,
Wollombi, NSW, 2325
02-4998-3327;
mark@exislepublishing.com
EUROPE, MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA:
Michael Abbott
Sales & Marketing Director, Europe,
Middle East & Africa
michael.abbott@baker-taylor.com
I N D I A , PA K I S TA N , N E PA L , S R I L A N K A ,
BANGLADESH, MALDIVES
Sharad Mohan
Regional Manager, Indian Subcontinent
sharad.mohan@baker-taylor.com
THAILAND, INDONESIA, VIETNAM,
C A M B O D I A , L A O S , M YA N M A R :
June Poonpanich
Regional Manager, Southeast Asia
june.poonpanich@baker-taylor.com
C H I N A , H O N G K O N G , TA I WA N , S O U T H
KOREA:
Claudia Wang
Regional Manager, Greater China &
South Korea
claudia.wang@baker-taylor.com
L AT I N A M E R I C A , C A R I B B E A N , J A PA N ,
S I N G A P O R E , M A L AY S I A , P H I L I P P I N E S :
Shanta Inshiqaq
Director, Sales & Marketing
shanta.inshiqaq@baker-taylor.com
ALL OTHER MARKETS OR INQUIRIES:
Shanta Inshiqaq
Director, Sales & Marketing
shanta.inshiqaq@baker-taylor.com
RETURN POLICY
Customers may return books in saleable
condition after 90 days for credit only.
No permission is required. To receive
full credit, please enclose a packing
list, reason for return, and a copy of the
original invoice. Items without invoice
information will be credited at a 55%
discount. Returns are for credit only. No
cash refunds. Returns should be shipped
freight prepaid to:
Familius Returns
1254 Commerce Way
Sanger, CA 93657

